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ABSTRACT
AN INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES MULTIDIMENSIONAL
SCALING APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF THE
JUDGMENT OF EMOTION IN REAL FACE STIMULI
fcy
RICHARD I. KUSHNER
An individual differences multidimensional scaling
paradigm was applied to the study of the utility of differ
ent physical regions of the face in the judgment of pleasure
and anger.

This approach to systematically explore how

people process information consists of (1) selecting separable
physical units defining the stimulus, (2) obtaining scaling
data of pairs of stimulus faces on pleasure and anger with
the separable physical units varied independently, (3) find
ing homogeneous subgroups of Ss on the basis of similarities
in the scaling data, (*0 characterizing the nature of physical
unit utility for each homogeneous subgroup, and (5) searching
for person variables which differentially characterize the
different homogeneous scaling subgroups.
A modified pair comparisons procedure was used for
the judgment of 80 stimuli by 100 Ss.

Each of the 80 pair

ings were judged under each of the two emotions for a total
of 160 judgments.

Ss were asked to judge each stimulus pair

for which face in that pair showed more of the emotion being
judged.

If S indicated that one face showed more of the

specified emotion than the other, he/she was asked to indicate

vii

on a 10 point scale how much more of the emotion that face
showed.
Eighty stimulus pairs were constructed by an inter
changing of four regions for anger vs. neutral face poses
and pleasure vs. neutral face poses.

The Thorndike Dimen

sions of Temperament was administered to all Ss to tap
potentially relevant personality variables.
An individual differences multidimensional scaling
approach was used to form homogeneous subgroups of Ss based
on their emotion judgments.

Analysis of variance procedures

with subgroups as a factor were used to differentially
characterize the subgroups.
Results showed that despite a high degree of communality for the 100 Ss, five homogeneous subgroups were formed.
A Subgroups by Emotion Judged by Stimulus Pair analysis of
variance resulted in a three factor interaction.

The five

subgroups were differentially characterized on the basis of
regions attended to and additivity or interactive approaches
to combining information across these regions.

Characteriza

tion of subgroups based upon personality factors was not con
clusive, but suggested two factors were valuable for further
exploration.
The findings strongly support the value of the individual
differences and interchanging of regions approaches for the
study of human emotion and facial expressions.

Suggestions

are made for extending the approach toward a psychophysics
of human emotion and an identification of different individual
spaces defining the dimensions of emotion.
viii

I.

INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of this research project is to
achieve a better understanding of how different individuals
use different physical sources of information to judge
emotions in a human face.

Specifically, an individual differ

ences multidimensional scaling paradigm (Forsyth, 1973) was
applied to the study of the utility of different physical
regions of the face in the judgment of pleasure and anger.
This approach to the study of how people process information
consists of (1) selecting separable physical units defining
the stimulus, (2) obtaining scaling data on some psychologi
cal characteristic of the stimuli with the separable physical
units varied independently, (3) finding homogeneous subgroups
of Ss on the basis of similarities in the scaling data, (*0
characterizing the nature of physical unit utility for each
homogeneous subgroup, and (5) searching for person variables
which differentially characterize the different homogeneous
scaling groups.

Five topics and a relevant review of the

literature for each as they especially pertain to the areas
of human emotion and facial expression will be discussed.
These five areas are (1) a psychophysical orientation to
information processing, (2) recognition of facial expressions,
(3) individual differences point of view analysis of scaling
data, (*0 the utility of physical units of stimuli, and (5)
person variables and points of view.

1

2
A Psychophysical Orientation to Information Processing
While physical dimensions of a stimulus domain are
optimal for this paradigm, there is not yet a satisfactory
physicsof the human face - the stimulus
Regions

domain of concern.

of the face were selected as the physical unit in an

intermediate step to the development of the physics of the
human face.

With this long range goal of developing a physics

for the human face stimulus domain, separate regions of the
face were selected to permit an examination of the relation
of certain physical units of the stimulus object and psycho
logical

judgments.

Thisresearch builds upon the psycho

physical approach to the study ofperception and information
processing.
The concern involves the identification of the physical
basis upon which discriminations for pleasure and anger are
made with regard to facial expressions and also to determine
how quantitatively to specify the physical characteristics
that define a human face as expressing or communicating
pleasure and anger.

S. S. Stevens (1951) utilized a psycho

physical orientation in the research he was involved with
which served as a precursor to the psychophysical approach
adopted in the present research paradigm.

He emphasized that

the definition of the stimulus was the core problem for
psychophysical researchers.

Stevens (1951) extended this

thinking when he stressed that the concern for the effective
stimulus was an issue for all of psychology.

J. J. Gibson

(1966) incorporated these notions for defining the stimulus
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properties and placed them within an active information
processing schema.

Garner (197*0 has also extended Stevens'

(1951) anticipation of the need to research the stimulus
within a psychophysical model.

A major theme of Garner's

(197*0 has been a concern with the relation between dimen
sions which define stimuli as critical in understanding our
perception and processing of the stimuli.
J. J. Gibson (1966) offers a theoretical perspective
appropriate to operating within a human information process
ing approach.

It provides a general orientation with which

to address the physical quantification concern.
An important assumption made by Gibson is that there
is an attention characteristic of perception which involves
a searching for and selection of specific stimulus attributes
of stimulus objects.

When processing information with regard

to complex real faces, what is processed?

What characteristics

of the stimulus face are attended to and what is their
differential utility in the perceptual process for faces?
What characteristics are critical for the discrimination of
specific emotions in facial expressions?
It is assumed that a person perceives any given face
in terms of multiple attributes.

Thus, a perception of a

facial expression could be represented either by a multiregional or multidimensional space.

Second, it is assumed

that differences in individuals' judgments of facial
expressions for any specified emotion are based on differ
ences in weightings of these regions or dimensions as bases
for forming judgments.

This perspective requires us to work
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within a methodology which will take into account the multiple
physical cues comprising any given stimulus face.

This con

cern does not apply only to faces, but to any stimulus
domain of particular interest.
The objective at this phase is to determine that
which defines an emotion within a face across the four re
gions of forehead, eyes, nose and mouth-chin.

Within any

one face, what region or regions convey the most information
(i.e., have the largest weights in terms of importance for
any given judgment) about a specified emotion for a given
subgroup of Ss from the overall sample?

Further, do regions

of the face play differing roles of importance from one
emotion to the next?
A further concern related to the above is to determine
if specific subgroups of like-perceiving Ss make use of each
of the regions to the same extent when judging different
emotions.

Is any group of Ss using the same regions to make

differentiations for pleasure as for anger?

By having Ss

judge the dissimilarity of a pair of stimuli for both pleasure
and anger, E can determine if Ss are attending to the regions
in the same way across emotions, attending to different
regions, or attending to the same regions but weighting them
differently in terms of importance.
Recognition of Facial Expressions
Upon reviewing the literature in the study of the
recognition of facial expression for emotions, two primary
methods of approach emerge.

The first approach was introduced
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by Charles Bell (1806), Piderit (186?) and Duchenne de
Boulogne (1862).

Their method involved the description of

facial expressions and the study of the muscles involved in
them.

Quite a bit of empirical research has since been

created for solving the problem of which part of the face,
the upper or the lower, plays the more critical role in the
recognition of expressions, and conflicting results have been
reported.

Some Es (e.g., Buzby, 1924) consider the upper

part of the face to be more important while others (e.g.,
Dunlap, 1927) have found the mouth region to be dominant over
the eye region for pleasant expressions.

It must be realized

that the results of each experiment are determined by the
expressions used in the experiment.

Buzby used the Piderit

profiles as his stimuli whereas Dunlap used posed pictures.
The present point of view, as supported by the experimental
data of Frois-Wittman (1930), Hanawalt (1942, 1944) and Coleman
(1949) is that the eye region is of prime importance for some
expressions and the mouth for others.
The second approach with regard to the recognition of
emotional expressions is concerned with one's capability of
judging the various expressions of others.

The procedure is

to take facial poses intended by an actor to express certain
emotions and try them out on naive Ss.

The question becomes

how well people recognize the emotion of another based on the
face.
Darwin's experiments (1872) involved showing photo
graphs to Ss and asking them to name the facial expression
under consideration.

He found that Ss were usually able to
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recognize the emotion; however, the number of Ss he ran was
small and there was quite a bit of between-Ss variation.
For example, of 23 persons viewing a photograph, only 13
recognized horror or terror, agony, or torture.

Of the re

maining Ss, three mentioned extreme fright, six anger, and
one disgust.
It was Feleky (1914, 192*0 who initiated the work
which dealt with the interpretation of photographs which had
been posed as expressions of emotion.

In most cases the

expressions used have been drawn or posed, and the same series
of pictures or photographs have been used by different Es.
The most commonly used series of posed expressions have been
those of Feleky, Ruckmick (1921) and of Frois-Wittman (1930),
while Rudolf (1903) developed a popular set of drawn expressions
used by Langfeld (1918-19), Allport (1924), and Guilford
(1929-30).

Boring and Titchener (1923) reported on a model

for the demonstration of facial expression described and
pictured by Piderit (I867).

They considered it possible to

create a wide range of facial expressions by interchanging a
number of different eyebrows, eyes, noses and mouths.
Two methods have emerged which were utilized in these
experiments.

In the first, Ss were provided a list of

expression names from which to choose the one most appropriate
for each picture shown (e.g., Feleky, 1914; Buzby, 1924;
Allport, 1924).

In the second method Ss were allowed to

select any name they desired to portray the emotion expressed
in a given picture (Langfeld, 1918; Kanner, 1931)*

Kanner

(1931) criticized the former method since he felt that Ss
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were being influenced by the suggested list of expressions
provided by E.
Results of research using these two methods (e.g.,
Langfeld, 1918, Buzby, 1924; and Fernberger, 1928) demon
strated that observers were not very accurate or successful
in recognizing the emotions proportedly portrayed by facial
expressions.

For example, Langfeld (1918) used 105 Rudolph

poses smd asked Ss to provide a name descriptive of each
pose.

The most successful S gave 58 percent of the "correct"

names (agreeing closely with the actor's intention) and the
least successful gave 17 percent correct.

These low per

centages influenced researchers to state that Ss cannot
recognize facial expressions with much success and that in a
real life situation we rely much more on the situation or
context in which an individual is placed than on his face to
judge emotions (Landis, 1929; Fernberger, 1928).

Fernberger

(1928) used the same Boring and Titchener models (1923) of
expression as Buzby (1924) who found a great deal of variability
with regard to answers for the same picture.

It must be

remembered that the Piderit profiles (1859) are mere outline
drawings and that actual color photographs of real faces
might be more accurately judged.

Honkavaara (1961) argues

that it is impossible to state any inferences with reference
to facial expressions beyond the laboratory setting because
such stimuli so poorly represent emotions.
There are several criticisms of the methodology used
in these studies.

First, there were too few Ss involved.

For example, Langfeld (1918) used six adults in his first
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study and five students in the second one.

Ruckmick (1921)

used four Ss, Guilford (1929) fifteen, and in one of Allport's
(192*0 experiments, only twelve Ss were run.

Second, the

experimental situation was too complex in that there were
too many expressions with all their detail being presented
to Ss all at the same time.

For example, Feleky (191**-) pre

sented 86 photographs to her Ss with 109 expression names
from which to choose.

Hulin and Katz (1935) showed 72 photo

graphs to Ss to sort into groups on the basis of expression
and obtained a great variety of answers between Ss in their
sorting.

Thirdly, as mentioned by Honkavaara (1961), the

poor nature of the material used could have contributed to
the low percentage of "correct" judgments (roughly between
30 and 60 percent).
At a common-sense level, it seems quite possible that
Ss can judge an individual's emotional state based only at
looking at his face.
this contention.

An experiment by Munn (19^0) supports

His stimuli were composed of fourteen candid

camera pictures taken from Life and Look magazines.
were two sets of stimuli.

There

One in which only the faces were

viewed and a second in which the entire picture with context
was viewed.

They included a man holding the hand of a drowned

person, a man with his hand extended toward a hostile crowd,
etc.

The results based on 155 Ss, were better than in prior

studies.

The pattern of judgments across Ss were highly

similar in many cases.

Ss' judgments did not improve very

much in many cases, when context was provided.

Munn (19*f0)

concluded that Ss "evidenced a marked ability to judge the
affective tone of the facial reaction (p. 338)."
Woodworth (1938), after reviewing much of the earlier
literature on recognition accuracy of facial expressions,
stated that the low percent "correct" judgments obtained in
some experiments did not warrant the assertion that Ss cannot
reliably judge facial expressions.

Woodworth felt that there

was no indication of the amount of error in those studies and
that Ss' judgments were simply dichotomized in terms of right
or wrong.

Woodworth believed that there was a need to examine

the judgments, with reference to how far wrong they were.
He asserted the need for a scale of facial expressions if one
were to measure the degree of error.

His concern was that

some expression names were at least partial synonyms to others
and that one's criteria or correctness should take this into
account.

The concern was to organize emotion names along a

continuum, rather than in a large number of categories, and
have similar emotion names adjacent.

Woodworth pointed out

that mistakes by Ss in terms of identifying the emotion
represented in a face usually involved the selection of an
emotion name similar to the intended emotion of the face.
He hypothesized that there would be a strong corre
lation between a poser's intention and S's judgment.

Accord

ing to Woodworth (1938) "this hypothesis will be confirmed
if we can find an order of the emotions such as to show a
good correspondance between pose and judgment (p. 250)."
Woodworth worked with Feleky's (1924) study based on
100 Ss and 86 poses to attempt such an ordering.

Woodworth
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(1938) organized 10 of the important emotions in a linear
series from which six categories were created.

These cate

gories were ordered as (1) Love, Happiness, Mirth? (2)
Surprise? (3) Fear, Suffering? (4) Anger, Determination?
(5) Disgust? and (6) Contempt.

There was a seventh "scatter

ing" category for those expressions which did not fall into
the other six.
judgment.

He found a +.92 correlation between pose and

Woodworth does not specify what the basis of the

correlation is, but it can be assumed that he rank ordered
the emotions represented by the poses to create a scale in
terms of a pleasure to displeasure dimension and correlated
this with a ranking of Ss* judgments of the poses on the basis
of their frequencies of responses within each emotional
category.

Using this same approach Woodworth (1938) obtained

similar results with other series of poses (Ruckmick, 1921?
Gates, 1923).
Schlosberg (1941) set out to investigate the character
istics of this scale, feeling it to be a meaningful one in
accounting for the earlier literature.

He showed that the

"ends" of Woodworth's scale were often confused with each
other or were overlapping.

Schlosberg showed that though most

discriminations were made in accordance with the continuum
pleasure-displeasure, there was another hypothesized under
lying continuum which led to category 2 (surprise) not being
confused with category 5 (disgust) and 6 (contempt).
continuum he called attention-rejection.

This

Schlosberg felt

that surprise, disgust and contempt could be discriminated
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on the "basis of an attention-rejection dimension, since
surprise is characterized by an acceptance of stimulation
whereas disgust and contempt appear to involve a closing off
or shutting out of stimulation.

In other words, Schlosberg

pointed out that Woodworth's scale did not correctly character
ize the distances between the expressions.
and mirth is near, not far from contempt.

Love, happiness,
As has been implied,

he also observed that these distances can best be described
on the basis of two dimensions and that the scale is not
linear as Woodworth supposed, but rather circular or recurrent.
(Schlosberg draws an analogy to the color spectrum.)

For

Schlosberg, the pleasant-unpleasant dimension is the primary
one and the attention-rejection one is of less importance.
Stated another way, the circularity of the scale refers
to a two-dimensional space for accounting for the variability
in Ss judgments of facial expressions with the first extracted
dimension (pleasant-unpleasant) accounting for the most
variability and the second dimension (attention-rejection)
accounting for the second greatest amount of variability.
There are two issues being addressed by Schlosberg; first,
what the dimensions are that underlie emotions and secondly,
the linearity versus circularity of the Woodworth scale.

By

circularity Schlosberg means that pictures that were judged
to be most frequently in category 6 (contempt) were as likely
to fall into category 1 (love, happiness, mirth) as into
category 5 (disgust).

If the series were linear we would not

expect this type of spread from category 1 to 6 or vice versa
as Schlosberg's data indicate.
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To this point in the review the two dimensions
hypothesized by Schlosberg had no empirical justification.
Schlosberg (1952) asked a few groups of Ss to judge several
sets of facial expressions in terms of the two hypothetical
dimensions.

The concern was to determine if these two

emotional dimensions could characterize and account for the
existing variability in a series of facial expressions.

The

results showed close agreement between a description of the
data on the basis of the two dimensions and the locations of
the facial expression stimuli on Woodworth's scale when con
sidered circular.
Later Schlosberg (195*0 postulated the existance of
a. third dimension, sleep-tension to the model.

In studies by

Engen and Levy (1956), Engen, Levy and Schlosberg (1957-1958),
and Triandis and Lambert (1958), it was shown that Ss can con
sistently locate posed facial expressions along each of*
Schlosberg's three scales:

pleasant-unpleasant, attention-

re jection, and sleep-tension.

Presumably, the model antici

pated the definition of any facial expression in terms of its
location in this three-dimensional space wherein the three
dimensions correspond to the three scales.

Schlosberg claim

ed that quite a bit of the research literature with regard to
judgments of facial expression could possibly be reduced to
these three dimensions.
Unfortunately things have proved more complex than
Schlosberg anticipated.

First two of the three dimensions

do not appear to be independent or orthogonal to each other.
Kauranne (i960) as well as Abelson and Sermat (1962) found
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that attention-rejection correlates quite highly with sleeptension.
Abelson and Sermat (1962) argue that the particular
three dimensions used by Schlosberg are not necessarily the
only or the best dimensions for explaining the data.

They

state that
"There is the possibility that one or more
of Schlosberg's scales, while comprehensible
when made explicit to judges, are unimportant
in uninstructed perception of facial ex
pression; or conversely, that one or more
important scales have been omitted. The
Schlosberg theory thus suffers from the
weakness that no direct account is taken of
the dimensions operative for the judges; E
imposes particular dimensions of his own
choosing and is arbitrarily forced to give
them equal weight (p. 5^6)."
This notion has led to an exploration by many researchers to
determine the fewest needed dimensions of emotion which still
maximize the amount of variability accounted for in S s '
judgments (e.g., Shepard, 1963; Gladstones, 1962; Osgood,
1955; Royal and Hays, 1959).
Abelson and Sermat (1962) performed a multidimensional
scaling experiment having Ss judge the dissimilarity between
pairs of 13 selected Lightfaot pictures (a series originally
developed by Schlosberg) on a nine-point rating scale and ex
tracted five dimensions of emotion using the procedure given
by Torgerson (1958).
Abelson and Sermat (1962) used a multiple regression
technique to predict the stimulus distances in a Euclidean
space with the three Schlosberg scales serving as predictors.
They found that the pleasant-unpleasant scale accounted for
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50 percent of the variability in the distance data and that
the combined pleasant-unpleasant and sleep-tension scales
accounted for about 75 percent of the variability with the
acceptance-rejection scale not adding significant unique
accountable variability in the distance data.
Based on the multidimensional scaling analysis, they
found that their first extracted factor was basically identi
cal to the pleasant-unpleasant scale of Schlosberg and their
second factor predicted both acceptance-rejection and sleeptension quite well, correlating highly with both.

The re

maining three dimensions were left uninterpreted.

Abelson

and Sermat (1962) conclude that Schlosberg's three scales
do involve some redundancy since two scales appear to serve
just as well as three.
Nummenmaa and Kauranne (1958) wanted to study how many
dimensions are needed to account for the main differences
between facial expressions.

The stimuli were composed of

27 facial expression photographs.
out.

Two experiments were carried

In the first of these, 52 male Ss judged the subjective

similarities between all possible pairs of stimuli on a scale
ranging from zero (expressions are not at all similar) to four
(expressions are completely similar).

The second experiment

was a free-response naming experiment in which 30 female Ss
described the expressions.

The similarity matrix was factor

analyzed by Thurstone's (1953) centroid method.

The descriptions

given by the Ss were used to interpret the factors.

Pleasure,

anger, surprise-fear, and rejection were the factors identi
fied.

The authors identified the pleasure factor as one end
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of Schlosberg's pleasant-unpleasant dimension and the anger
factor as the other end of the dimension.

They also identi

fied the surprise-fear factor as the attention end and the
rejection factor as the rejection end of Schlosberg's
attention-rejection dimension.

In a re-analysis of these

data (196*0, eight of the original 27 stimuli were selected
and analyzed on the basis of the methods presented by
Torgerson (1958) and two bipolar dimensions were extractedt
pleasure-anger and surprise-rejection.

These dimensions

appear to be fundamentally the same as those of Schlosberg
(1952):

pleasant-unpleasant and attention-rejection, respec

tively.

It is interesting to note that even though the methods

as well as the stimulus pictures used by Schlosberg (1952)
and Nummenmaa and Kauranne (1958) were quite different, there
is close agreement between the results.
With these last studies, the investigation of accuracy
of recognition has led to questions of dimens jbnality and the
judgmental process.

According to Frijda (1969),

"The hypothesis has emerged that recognition
errors follow similarities between emotions,
similarities that may be conceived as
proximities in a multidimensional space.
Recognition of emotion can be construed of
as a process of multidimensional placement
rather than as placement in one of a number
of unrelated categories. Moreover, the mul
titude of emotions as distinguished in the
language appears to be reducable to combina
tions of a far smaller number of dimensions
(p. 176)."
Hofstatter (1956), Osgood (1955)» and Frijda (1969)
have conducted dimensional studies based on expressive meaning.
Hofstatter (1956) conducted a study using 12 bipolar scales
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and factor analyzed Ss' judgments on these scales which yield
ed two orthogonal factors which he called "positive contact"
(love, friendliness, etc.) and "negative contact" (hate,
anger, etc.).

Since only eight stimuli were used, statements

of interpretation are difficult to make.

Osgood (1955) had

an actor produce or portray 40 different emotional states and
asked Ss to select from a list of 40 emotion words those which
best characterized a particular portrayal by the actor.

Based

on the frequencies of usage of each label for each expression,
distances were plotted on three dimensions.

The dimensions

were called "pleasantness-unpleasantness", "intensity" (from
complacency to joy, rage and horror) and "control".

Control

means an emotion which is either initiated actively by the
individual or brought forth by the environment (e.g., contempt,
vs. fear).

The first two dimensions appear to be quite similar

to Schlosberg's pleasant-unpleasant and sleep-tension dimen
sions.

The third does not appear to be identical to the

attention-rejection dimension.
Frijda and Philipszoan (1963) utilized a centroid
factor analysis of 22 bipolar 7-point scales (e.g., closedopen, friendly-angry), and four factors were extracted.

They

labeled these factors as (1) pleasantness-unpleasantness;
(2) naturalness and submission vs. artificiality and conden
sation; (3) intensity of expression vs. control of expression;
and (4) attention/activity-disinterest.

These authors attempt

ed to correlate these factors with facial features (e.g.,
eyes narrowed or closed, eyebrows lifted, frowning, corners
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of mouth downward, backward or broadened, lips parted but
teeth touching, etc.)*

Facial features were obtained by

having three judges rank the photographs on a large number
of facial cues or features.

They found significant correla

tions between each expressive meaning factor and one or more
of the facial features.

For example, the pleasantness-unpleasant

ness dimension, as is obvious, was positively related to
smiling and laughter and inversely with frowning.

It should

be noted that this is not a psychophysics (on the basis of the
features taken) but a psycho-psycho scaling procedure.

Some

researchers measure physical features directly while others do
not and utilize the smile or frown and thus are actually
carrying out a psycho-psycho approach to examining facial
expressions and emotions.
Other researchers have attempted to relate facial
features or regions to judgments of the underlying emotions.
In an experiment by Nummenmaa (1964) a model expressed differ
ent emotions in the same facial expression by using different
regions of the face (e.g., pleasant surprise).

They felt

that pleasure in a combined expression was represented by the
mouth region and surprise predominantly expressed by the eyes
region.

This assumption is congruent with the studies re

viewed by Coleman (1949).

Anger, when in combination with

pleasure, can be expressed in the eyes region and when in
combination with surprise, by the mouth region.

Results of

an earlier experiment by Nummenmaa (1962) demonstrated that
a single model could successfully produce complex expressions
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but it was just conjecture that the eyes and mouth regions
were used to express different expressions.

Nummanmaa (1964)

called the above outlined notion "the differential use of
regions hypothesis (p. 36)."
Twelve stimuli were selected representing six differ
ent contents of emotional communication.

They were surprise,

pleasant surprise, pleasure, surprise accompanied by anger,
anger, and anger associated with a feeling of pleasure.

Any

single pair would consist of the same compound expression but
with different regions exposed to S»

The eyes region from

the first picture of each pair and the mouth region from the
second picture of the same pair were covered with paper, the
dividing line being the bridge of the nose.

If the "differen

tial use of regions hypothesis" were correct, these pictures
would represent simple expressions.

For example, with pleasant

surprise, if the upper part of the face is covered, Ss should
see an expression of pleasure only, and if the lower part of
the face is covered, Ss should see a surprise expression.
Twenty-nine Ss judged the subjective similarities
between all possible stimulus pairs.

The data were submitted

to Thurstone's (1953) centroid method, and the factors were
orthogonally rotated.

Three factors were produced, labeled

anger, pleasure, and surprise.

Nummenmaa (1964) found that

for pleasant surprise and anger with a feeling of pleasure,
loadings were high on both the corresponding factors.

For

surprise combined with anger, when the upper part of the face
was concealed, the loadings were high on only the anger factor,
and the loadings were high only on the surprise factor when
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the lower part of the face was concealed.
supported Nummenmaa's hypothesis.

This finding

Nummenmaa (1964) con

cluded.’
"The language of the face is redundant to a
certain degrees each message, whether an
elementary expression or a complex one, is
transmitted at least twice, once by the eyes
region and once by the mouth region. This is
the rule for combinations of pleasure with
both anger and surprise. The combination of
anger with surprise is different. Surprise
is expressed by the eyes region, anger with
the mouth region (p. 40)."
Nummenmaa (1964) conducted another experiment to
obtain more detailed information about the cues utilized by
Ss when interpreting facial expressions.

The stimuli were

the same 12 as described in the previous experiment.
stimulus picture was segmented into four areas:
eyes, nose and mouth.
12 eyebrows, eyes, etc.

Each

the eyebrows,

Each set of stimuli then consisted of
Each group of Ss had to give a

description of the stimuli in terms of multiple choice items.
Results showed that for simple expressions, any of the facial
areas would allow for identification of the underlying
emotion,

but complex expressions could only be identified

from the eyes region.

Nummenmaa concluded that the eyes are

the primary center of attention.
Ekman, Friesen, and Tomkins (1971) state that re
searchers must look at the face itself and develop some way
of calculating measurements from the face and relate such
measures to any specified emotion.

They have been concerned

with developing a technique which would allow them to measure
changes in facial appearance and would serve to predict Ss'
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judgments of emotion.

A second concern has "been to be able

to characterize or describe the facial units that allowed
Ss to make differential judgments between various emotions.
With these purposes in mind, these researchers created the
Facial Affect Scoring Technique (FAST) which allows one to
differentiate between emotions judged by Ss based on facial
appearance.
The development of the FAST was on the basis of six
theoretically-specified primary emotion categories; happiness,
sadness, anger, fear, surprise, and disgust.

These six

categories should be distinguished from dimensions of
emotionality which result from the previously discussed factor
analytic techniques.

Ekman et al. (1971) described the face

in terms of "wrinkles of tension or relaxation in specific
features, and of positions of features (p. 40)."

Such descrip

tions were made separately for each of three facial areas
which were brows-forehead, eyes-lids-bridge of nose, and the
lower face composed of cheek-nose-mouth-chin and jaw.
Within each facial area, lists of facial attributes
were gathered for each of the six emotion categories.

Each

attribute was operationalized by a pictorial representation
of said attribute which served to define it.

There were thus

three sets of photographs, one set for each of the three
facial areas.

In the authors' words, "The procedure required

the scorer to compare part of the face to be scored, one of
the three areas, with the set of FAST photograph-items for
that facial area, selecting the FAST item which was the best
match to the face to be scored.

That item then became the

score for that facial area (p. 41)."
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Two considerations determined which faces were to he
selected to decide if FAST scores predict how Ss judge
emotion.

The first was that Ss should agree that each face

represents only one emotion, and the second is that faces of
many stimulus persons should he utilized to take into account
individual differences in physiognomic structure.

Fifty-one

pictures were ultimately selected across 28 different stimulus
persons.
Single facial areas of the photographs were presented
to Ss who selected the FAST item which most closely matched
the particular facial area presented.

Specifically, each S

made one of the following five choices with the presentation
of each face part.
1.

"A single FAST item that best matched the facial

area to be scored.
2.

"Two FAST items, one indicated as a first choice,

and another as a second choice, if there were two items that
closely approximated the facial area to be scored.
3.

"Two FAST items, indicated as tied scores for first

choice, if there was a symmetry within the facial area to be
scored (e.g., the left brow resembled one FAST item, and the
right brow resembled another).
4.

"A neutral score, if the facial area to be scored

appeared to be in a normal or rest position or the wrinkles
shown were inferred to be a permanent part of the physiognomy.
5.

"A no-score, if there was some movement in the

facial area to be scored but no FAST item that approximated
its appearance (p. 46)."
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Three points from a single scorer were given to a
facial area if the scorer indicated only one FAST item.

If

a scorer selected a first and second choice, then 2 points
were given to the first choice and 1 point to the second
choice.

If there was a tie, then each picture received li

points.

Points were distributed on the basis of emotion

categories that the FAST items represented.
Each face had a composite of nine points (i.e., three
points for each facial area) to be distributed across the
FAST items by each S.

A set of a -priori rules were developed

for deciding, based on the point distribution, whether a single
emotion prediction could be made, a prediction involving two
emotions or if any prediction could be made at all.
Specific interjudge reliabilities were not reported,
but the data presented would suggest the reliability to be
high (they indicated the percentage making similar choices
for two out of three and also for three out of the three
judges).

Of the 51 faces involved in the study, 45 were

correctly predicted.

One exception was the fear category in

which FAST items did not successfully predict the emotion in
many cases.
Considering the six emotional categories separately,
specific facial areas yielded predictions better than, or as
good as, the combined facial score for five of the six
emotions.

Ekman et al. (1971) state that "certain facial

areas may provide more information for one emotion than for
another, and that there might be benefits in weighting scores
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from particular facial areas for predicting particular emo
tions (p. 51)•"

For example, using the FAST as the criteria

for correctness, the lower face area alone yielded 100 percent
correct predictions for happiness whereas for sadness it
yielded 0 percent correct predictions.

The eyes facial area

alone yielded 90 percent correct predictions for sadness.
With regard to surprise they found that the eyes yielded 90
percent correct predictions as did the lower face.
It should be noted that Nummenmaa (196*0 found that
for simple expressions almost any region of the face served
to identify the emotion whereas Ekman et al. (1971) are
suggesting that different facial areas contribute differentially
to predictability within any one emotion.

One problem here

might be that the regions or areas Nummenmaa used are differ
ent than those of Ekman et al. (1971).

For example, the lower

face area for Ekman £t al. (1971) contained the cheek, nose,
mouth, chin and jaw, whereas Nummenmaa treated the nose and
mouth separately.

Thus Ekman et al. (1971) might be finding

differential effects of regions or areas because they contain
disproportionate amounts of information.

It must also be
N

remembered that the tasks of the Ss in the two studies' were
quite different.
Pilot work by E was aimed at determining if each of
five regions (i.e., forehead, eyes, nose, mouth, and chin)
play a role in judgments of specified emotions.

The concern

was to select and define appropriate regions to use for the
dissertation study.
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Fifty Ss were asked to judge five facial expressions
for pleasure.
regions.

Each stimulus had been segmented into five

Photographs of a female poser were used, and the

final five selected were based on how much pleasure E saw in
the five faces.

E's concern was to obtain real face photos

representative of the pleasure continuum.

Ss were asked to

rate a photograph for pleasure where all given regions were
intact, where only one of the five regions was shown for all
five regions, and where all possible combinations of two,
three, and four regions were shown.

For any one facial ex

pression there were 31 possible stimuli, and thus a total of
155 stimuli were presented to S.
Ss were instructed to make a combined global rating-how much smiling, laughing, pleasure and/or happiness there
appeared to be expressed in each of the photographs.

Ss were

asked to make their judgments on a 0 to 45 scale which appear
ed as follows*
0
None

10

20

30

Slight

Moderate

Very
Big

40
Extremely
Big

Analysis of the data was concerned with determining
which regions of the face and their combinations were signifi
cantly different from the full face judgments on pleasure.
Results strongly suggest that the eyes and mouth deviate from
the full face ratings considerably less than from the other
three regions.

While the mouth was closest to the full face

expression in terms of judgments of pleasure in two of the
face expressions, the eyes regions was closest for the other
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three expressions.

These interpretations are based on Table 1

which presents the squared deviations between the mean full
face rating and the mean region rating for each combination
of region and expression.

The sum of these squared deviations

for each region separately across the five expressions is
also presented.

Insert Table 1 about here

It can be concluded that the eyes, nose and mouth
regions all seem worth including for systematic study of
regions useful for judging emotions.

The forehead and chin

demonstrated far less utility.
The few studies which asked questions with reference
to facial feature measurement and predictability (Frijda and
Philipszoan, 1963 i Nummenmaa, 1964* Ekman et al., 1971) were
either primarily concerned with determining the semantic
dimensions (i.e., pleasant-unpleasant, sleep-tension, etc.)
underlying Ss' judgments of faces or required further method
ological design refinements.

The changes needed could be

oriented toward experimentally manipulating and searching for
physical measures that define a face.

Ekman et al. (1971)

stress the need for more refined research in this area.

One

may be able to classify and group sets of facial express
ions along semantic dimensions defining

emotional continuua,

but

judgments made?

upon what

physical basis are such

Much of the literature

review studies

the recognition

of facial expression which is not psychophysically based.
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TABLE 1
Discrepancies Between Mean Pull Face Ratings and
Mean Ratings for Any of the Regions Per Expression

Expression

Forehead

1

419.43

.34

22.28

3.92

241.49

2

185.50

4.16

22.66

13.91

180.63

3

84.46

49.98

41.60

4

30.47

.49

29.81

3.31

6.15

5

20.07

3.31

87.24

.29

61.15

739.93

58.28

203.59

21.43

560.48

12.16

3.41

6.38

2.07

10.59

(XFF=XRegion^

Eyes

Nose

Mouth

.002

Chin

71.06

n = 1

Stand error of
Prediction
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Research is needed which addresses the concern for determining
the physical basis of Ss' judgments of emotion from facial
expressions as demanded by the first step of the paradigm
adopted for this research.
Individual Differences Point of View Analysis
of Scaling Data
The use of individual difference variables in research
designs may have desirable effects in helping to account for
variability in the dependent measures or behavior of interest.
The goal of this model would be to identify from all Ss in the
group, homogeneous subgroups of Ss with similar profiles or
points of view with regard to the behavior of interest.
With reference to real faces, two individuals may be
in different subgroups if, for example, one made discrimina
tion judgments when rating a specified emotion based on his
attention to the mouth region, whereas a second individual
utilized the eyes region in order to make his judgments.

Two

individuals may attend to the same set of regions (i.e., the
same regional structure) but fall into different subgroups
because they attach differential weights to regions.

Thus,

two Ss might both attend to the eyes, the first relying
heavily on the eyes region to make his judgments, whereas the
second S relying on the eyes only slightly.
The concern with individual differences for multi
dimensional scaling had its inception from the work of Tucker
and Messick (1963) who introduced what they termed "points
of view" analysis.

The problem is that when individual
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differences are large, as is the case when dealing with
feature utilization in perceptual information processing,
averaging across all Ss will most typically "bury" differ
ences of potential value.

Tversky and Krantz (1969)1 for

example, state that "we shudder to think what the results
would look like if we pooled data across subjects (p. 127)."
They have stressed the necessity for creating predictive
systems separately for each individual.

Vale and Vale (1969).

in discussing the concern with individual differences, stress
the need for some type of compromise between averaging across
all individuals and studying each separately.

Tucker and

Messick (1963) developed a procedure for forming homogeneous
subgroups of individuals from the overall sample.

Carroll

and Chang (1969) have also created a procedure for studying
individual differences.

Carroll and Chang (1969) argue that

Tucker and Messick's (1963) model does not take into account
how each point of view is related to others (i.e., the dimen
sions which they may have in common).

The method of analysis

to be used in the current investigation will address similar
ities and differences between subgroups of Ss.
A great deal of multidimensional scaling research is
based on taking an average of responses over all Ss in a
group.

This creates an average individual who is fictional

in the sense that "he" is not representative of any of the
distinct "points of view" that may be inherent in the data.
Results of such studies are often "hash" since by averaging
across all Ss, the scaling procedure forces a blending of
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individual differences and any diversity with regard to
stimulus orientation disappears.
Tucker and Messick's (1963) concern was to develop a
procedure which would permit the formation of distinct multi
dimensional perceptual spaces based on Ss* scaling data.

They

found in reviewing the perceptual literature that a great deal
of variability in Ss' performance across scaling tasks was due
to individual differences on the dependent measures.

For

example, Forsyth and Goldberg (1972), in their attempt to find
if selective-attention training to specific physical dimensions
could create a change in Ss* perceptual-cognitive structures,
found individual differences to be large and that the same
selective-attention training procedure affects different Ss
differentially.
There has been a paucity of research directly con
cerned with individual differences in perceptual research.
Tucker and Messick (19^3) have used this procedure to isolate
consistant individual viewpoints about the similarity of
political figures, and Helm and Tucker (1962) have demonstrated
the method's viability for investigating individual differ
ences in color perception.
Forsyth and Brown (1968) exposed Ss to recognitiondiscrimination problems created to highlight differences in
metron variability (Garner, 1962) for a specified physical
dimension (e.g., compactness, jaggedness, and x-axis areal
asymmetry).

Their concern was to determine if a S's perceptual-

cognitive structure could be altered.

Forsyth (1973) defines
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this structure "as the weighted hierarchy of physical dimen
sions to which the individual selectively attends in the
perceptual process (p. 1)."

The data of Forsyth and Brown

(1968) strongly supported the individual differences approach
of Tucker and Messick, rather than averaging across all Ss
in the sample, since it allowed for the comparison of Ss with
different perceptual-cognitive structures.
A multidimensional scaling study of form perception
explicitly concerned with individual differences has been
investigated by Silver, Landis, and Messick (1966).

They re

quired 5° Ss to judge pairs of stimuli for similarity of 30
forms which varied in complexity.

Five distinct viewpoints

representing different dimensional structures were isolated.
These dimensions of the viewpoints were then related to four
physical measures of the forms.
Richards (1972) had 49 Ss judge the similarity between
the pairs of 21 12-turn random forms.

Using the Tucker-Messick

procedure, six Ss' dimensions emerged representing different
points of view with regard to how Ss made their judgments.
He concluded that individual differences were definitely
established.

The six psychological dimensions were related

to physical measures which revealed that different patterns
of features were utilized by the different homogeneous sub
groups of Ss.

These dimensions were interpretable in terms

of the physical dimensions described by Brown and Owen (1967).
The studies described above (Silver e_t al., 1966;
Forsyth and Brown, 1968)5 Forsyth and Goldberg, 1972s Richards,
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1972) demonstrate the need for taking individual differences
into account with regard to the "behavior of interest.
Forsyth and Shor (197*0 found this type of a model a
necessary one to avoid the problems of averaging pointed out
by Tversky and Krantz (1969) and the difficulty of a com
pletely idiographic approach.

Such a paradigm may also be

crucial in studying how individuals combine information from
the various regions of the face.

The point is that the

individual differences concern is viable when we attempt to
address what and how information of a regional nature is pro
cessed when our stimulus domain is that of real faces.

Thus,

in the present research idealized individuals or homogeneous
subgroups are formed before a determination of regional im
portance is made for judging emotions from facial expressions
or determining how the regions of the face are combined in
judging any specific emotion.
The Utility of Physical Units of Stimuli
The concern involves determining under what circum
stances different forms of processing are used.

What is it

about the nature of the input to be analyzed which will in
fluence how the information is processed?

Will the regions

of the face be processed additively or interactively?
For purposes of discussing the utility of the physical
units of stimuli throughout the rest of the dissertation, two
models for how regions of the face can be combined by Ss will
be utilized.

The first is the additive or linear model and

the second the interactive one.

The additive model, on the
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basis of the work done by Tversky and Krantz (1969)* assumes
that the dissimilarity between stimuli perceived by Ss can be
decomposed into the additive components of each dimension
differing between the two stimuli.

For the second model the

concern will be to search for the nature of the interactions.
Several different types of interaction may result.

One type

of interactive model might be where the dissimilarity in
emotion expressed by two whole faces is judged to be less than
the dissimilarity expected if each dissimilarity from each
region were operating in an additive fashion (i.e., judging
that same emotion on the basis of the forehead, eyes, nose,
or mouth).

This "less-than-the-sum-of-the-parts" result may

be due to redundancy or to additional regions not being used
when the region of primary focus is available for making the
judgment.

A second alternative is the case where the dis

similarity in emotion expressed by two whole faces is judged
to be greater than the dissimilarity expected if each dis
similarity from each region were operating in an additive
fashion.

This kind of interaction E calls a Gestalt.
G a m e r (1970) stresses the necessity for researchers

to be more concerned with the stimulus in information pro
cessing.

If psychologists are to account for and understand

how an organism processes information, then we must determine
the role the stimulus plays in terms of its properties.

As

G a m e r (1970) states it, "For too long we have considered that
a stimulus is a stimulus, whose only function is to elicit
behavior.

But all stimuli are not equivalent, and all
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information cannot be processed the same way (p. 357)•"
It may be that for some set of faces the regions are
nonredundant and interact in a Gestalt fashion, whereas for
others they are nonredundant and additive and for still
others, redundant or correlated.

For example, if two re

gions of the face gave noncorroborative information (i.e.,
they are mismatched or incongruent with reference to Ss'
judgments), Ss might have to go to a higher order level utili
zing the interactive nature of the two regions in making a
discrimination judgment.

If, on the other hand, the two

regions were to give redundant information, then the higherorder regions would not provide S with additional information.
It might be possible to find a set of faces where additivity
between regions hold, another independent set where Gestalt
like interactions between regions exist and a third set where
redundancy is the case.

Also of interest is to explore how

the processing of information across regions is affected by
the specific emotion to be discriminated.
According to Garner (1970), if two stimulus dimensions
are redundant (i.e., correlated with each other), they can
either be processed by Ss separately or integrally.

The point

is that differences in utilization of these properties can
lead to either facilitation or interference on relevant
dependent measures.

For example, Forsyth and Goldberg (1972)

and Garner and Felfoldy (1970) stressed in their research the
necessity for taking into account how the dimensions of a
stimulus within any stimulus domain are processed or combined
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(i.e., additively or interactively).
G a m e r defines integrality on the basis of two dimen
sions qualifying each other.

In other words, in order to

talk about an S's perception of one dimension, you must know
at which level the second dimension is.

This notion of

integrality is basically the same as the concept of statisti
cal interaction.

Since Ss' performance can be affected by

the properties inherent in the stimuli, it becomes important
to ask, for any specified stimulus domain, what the nature
of the stimulus dimensions is in the perceptual process of
information pickup.

Regions, like dimensions, might provide

information which is separable and additive or interactive
(e.g., redundant or Gestalt).

In looking at Ekman*s research,

it would be of interest to know what rules of combination Ss
used between the various facial areas or regions in making
their judgments.

Could it be, for example, that facial areas

which yielded predictions as good as the full-face predictions
of emotion contained integral-level information?

Looking for

how the regions of a face are used might be an appropriate
first step in searching for physical dimensions and determining
how they are combined.

The work of Tversky and Krantz (1969)

suggested that an interdimensional additivity model might be
appropriate for combining dimensions in a prediction system
for perceptual judgments.
Tversky and Krantz (1969) provide some support for
this hypothesis using schematic faces which could be varied
on three attributes, overall shape as ellipse wide or long,
eyes empty or black, and a straight line vs. a smiling mouth.
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This study is one of very few empirical explorations which
has sought to validate the interdimensional additivity
hypothesis originally formulated by Beals, Krantz, and
Tversky (1968) and Krantz and Tversky (1971)*

Additional

support for the additivity of features was obtained by
Forsyth and Shor (197*0 using 10 binary features and specific
expressions of schematic faces.

A study by Wender (1971)

utilizing rectangles varying in shape and area failed to find
support for interdimensional additivity, concluding that a
model is needed which can not only take into account the
addition of dimensions but also their interaction.
Tversky and Krantz (19&9)

While

Forsyth and Shor (197*0 were

asking questions about additivity as it refers to dimens ims,
we want to ask about interregional additivity when judging
real faces.

When Ss are making dissimilarity judgments between

pairs of faces for a specified emotion, can their judgments
of the full face be accounted for simply by the addition of
their judgments of each region of the face?
It would appear appropriate to evaluate the additivity
hypothesis when considering real face stimuli which are far
more complex than schematics.

It might then be the case that

variables representing interactions among regions of the face
will be necessary in a prediction scheme to account for Ss'
perceived dissimilarity.

The concern is to investigate the

nature of the rules of combinations of information from
regions of the face for judgments of emotion for this stimulus
domain.

A prediction system might have to take into account

additivity and interactions between regions.
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Pilot work (which has already been discussed within
the section entitled The Identification of Emotions in Human
Faces) in part attempted to explore whether there were any
very apparent patterns of additivity or interaction of regions
in judging emotions.

If there were, this may be critical in

defining the sectioning which established regions.

A scale

problem emerged in the pilot work in that the ceiling level
for the 0 to 45 scale was being reached in many cases with a
rating for pleasure on only one region (e.g., the eyes) and
thus there was just not much room for added ratings on the
scale for other regions.

This pilot work suggested that an

alternate procedure would be necessary to completely examine
the combination of regions.

The technique in the present re

search was created, in part, to provide this more adequate
examination of the rules for combining information from the
different regions.
Person Variables and Points of View
If there exist individual differences with regard to
information processing of multidimensional stimuli, then
separate and distinctive predictive systems based on person
variables would be necessary to characterize or describe the
differing points of view.

A search for relevant person di

mensions which differentially characterize the homogeneous
subgroups formed on the basis of the face dissimilarity
judgments may lead to the creation of new hypotheses relating
the person variables to the scaling behavior.

The concern

is to identify those relevant person variables which allow one
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to describe, predict, and account for variability existing in
the perceptual scaling data.

Do those Ss who fall into the

same subgrouping have similarities on personality, perceptual
and cognitive person dimensions?

Subgroups of Ss could be

compared on psychometric and biographical information to
differentially characterize them.

Attempts to identify cogni

tive person measures related to homogeneous information pro
cessing subgroups have been successful in studies of informa
tion processing with random forms (Forsyth, 1970) and with
schematic faces (Forsyth and Shor, 197*0.

Forsyth (1973)

found relevant cognitive and personality measures which differ
entiated between subgroups for schematic faces.

Forsyth (1973)

has developed a paradigm for taking individual differences
into account and also finding relevant person dimensions which
would serve as predictors.
An important consideration in a post hoc search for
relevant person measures is to include multiple variables at
once.

What is important is to determine the pattern or

profile for any given subgroup of Ss across the person mea
sures.

It might be a combination of variables which differ

entiate between subgroups.

For example, it might be that one

subgroup of Ss on the basis of the scaling data are high on
person dimension A and low on person dimension B, whereas a
second group of Ss are high on both A

and B.

It is the

interactive nature of the two person dimensions together
which allows for a successful differentiation of these two
homogeneous subgroups of Ss.
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Forsyth describes the steps involved in this para
digm as follows*
"(1) gathering information processing scaling
data across a variety of stimulus-situation
combinations, (2) using factor analytic pro
cedures to obtain a rotated factor matrix with
loadings on Ss, (3) identifying homogeneous
subgroups of Ss with similar profiles of
factor loadings, (4) pooling the scaling data
for each homogeneous subgroup to differen
tially characterize the subgroups on the
nature of the information processed, (5) ad
minister instruments measuring individual
differences to the sample of interest and
then determining the major dimensions of
individual differences by factor analytic
techniques and thus obtaining a profile of
factor scores on these dimens ions for each
3, (6) searching for individual difference
dimensions or specific combinations of dimen
sions which differentiate each information
processing subgroup from other Ss not in that
subgroup, and (7) using the critical individual
difference combinations to select new homo
geneous subgroups to use as levels of an
organism variable in testing specific inter
action hypotheses in organisms by stimulus
by situation interaction designs (pp. 5-6)."
Because the stimuli in the information processing task
were faces, the person measures were selected to tap a
variety of person dimensions potentially related to person
perception and interpersonal facets of personality.

For

example, the Thorndike Dimensions of Temperament (TDOT) inven
tory taps such dimensions as sociable-solitary, ascendantwithdrawing, cheerful-gloomy, placid-irritable, acceptingcritical, toughminded-tenderminded, reflective-practical,
impulsive-planful, active-lethargic and responsible-casual.
This is a forced-choice inventory which represents twenty
sets of ten statements each.

The Ss choose the three state

ments in each set of ten that are most like him and the three
that are least like him.
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Randomly chosen samples of 100 Ss each from 11th
and 12th grades and freshmen in college were selected
(Thorndike, 1966) and formed the basis of estimates for
reliability of the 10 TDOT scales.

The reliabilities of the

ten scales range from .54 to .87.
Intercorrelations between the 10 TDOT scales
(Thorndike, 1966) were obtained for a sample of 98 under
graduates and 147 graduate students.in education.

In general

the correlations are quite low and strongly suggest near
independence between the scales (correlations range from
the smallest of 0.00 to the largest of -.52).

For the

graduate student sample only four of these correlations were
larger than .30.
A centroid analysis (Thorndike, 1966) was conducted
on the intercorrelation matrix between the 10 TDOT scales,
and the first centroid factor extracted accounted for less
than 13 percent of the variance.

When this analysis was

performed (Thorndike, 1966) for the same sample of Ss on the
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Schedule, 24 percent of the
variance was accounted for.

It appears that the 10 scales

of the TDOT are more distinct and separable than are the 10
on the Guilford-Zimmerman Schedule.
With a sample of 102 liberal arts college undergraduates
(Thorndike, 1966) the correlations between the TDOT and
Guilford-Zimmerman were obtained.

The correlations between

similarly assigned dimensions range from +.47 to +.73*
Utilizing 71 first-year nursing students (Thorndike,
1966), intercorrelations between scores on the TDOT and scores
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on the six scales of a modified version of the Edwards Per
sonal Preference Schedule demonstrated that while corre
lations were low, they were in the expected direction and
consistent with definitions given each of the traits.
In general the TDOT is useful in this research be
cause of the profile of relatively independent scores, the
efficiency of multiple-item sets, and its reliability and
validity.
Purposes of Present Study
This dissertation has four objectives.

They are:

(1) to determine if individual differences exist in the
scaling data, (2) to determine the regions of the face which
convey the most information, (3) to determine the rules of
combination for regions of the face for subgroups of Ss, and
(4) to determine the need to differentiate between subgroups
of Ss on the basis of person dimensions.
The first purpose is to determine if different "points
of view" with regard to the processing of information about
real face stimuli will exist.
Different points of view might be defined on the basis
of how the regional information is used or combined and in
terms of what regions of the face are utilized to define a
specified emotion and their relative importance across emo
tions.

For example, assume E has two subgroups of Ss.

These

groups could be different in terms of what regions they
utilized, yet share in common an additive way of combining
the various regions.

Further, one subgroup might utilize

the mouth greatly for both pleasure and anger whereas the
second subgroup might use the mouth to make pleasure judgments
and use the eye region in making anger judgments.

Yet still

these two subgroups might combine such regions in the same
way.

E expects (as discussed by Carroll and Chang, 1969?

Forsyth and Shor, 197*0 that subgroups will be characterized
differently on some features, yet also share in common some
aspects of what and/or how they have scaled the facial
stimuli.

One further example will help to clarify.

Two

subgroups of Ss might be different in that the first processes
information in an additive way while the second does so in an
interactive manner.

However both subgroups might share in

common an attention to the mouth primarily for judgments of
pleasure.

These groups could be different also in that the

first group utilizes the mouth for anger too, whereas the
second group switches to the eyes region for anger.
The second purpose involves the exploration of the
relative utility of various regions of the face in forming
judgments of emotion.

For example, when any specified sub

group of Ss is making dissimilarity judgments for pairs of
faces different on pleasure, what region or regions will be
most useful?

Relatedly will this utility of a given region

or regions change from dissimilarity judgments of pleasure
to anger?
For example, consider a pair of faces to be judged
on the dissimilarity of pleasure expressed.

If for a given

group of Ss the largest dissimilarities in pleasure were
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found when the mouth-chin region was present, it could he
that this region was most useful and defined pleasure.

When

this same group of Ss are now asked to judge the dissimilarity
in a pair of faces different on anger for the amount of anger
expressed, E might find that the eyes region is most salient
and information-rich whereas the mouth-chin region contributes
less to this group's judgments of dissimilarity between the
pair of faces for anger.

The procedure to be discussed will

allow for a systematic search for the regions of the face
which matter with regard to Ss' judgments.

A long range ob

jective of the project of which this research is a part is to
determine the appropriate physical measures suggested within
regions or by the interaction of regions.
Related to the above, when a pair of faces different
on pleasure is judged for its dissimilarity on anger (or
different on anger and judged for their dissimilarity on
pleasure) what is most likely to occur for any specified sub
group?

For example, assume a particular subgroup of Ss were

presented with a poser's eyes high on pleasure paired with
that same poser's eyes with a neutral expression.

The group

of Ss are asked to judge which is more pleasureful and they
select the high pleasureful eyes by a great deal.

At a later

point, these Ss are asked to judge the same pair, but now
with regard to anger.

Suppose the high pleasureful eyes are

now judged to be less angry than the neutral expression eyes.
In this case Ss are treating the emotion categories of
pleasure and anger as opposite ends of the same dimension.
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A third purpose is to check for additivity and inter
actions within a face for a specified emotion and also to
determine if these rules of combination change across emotions
for any given subgroup of Ss.

Additivity of regions repre

sents the simplest model of combination and therefore merits
search with regard to each subgroup.

For any subgroup demon

strating a breakdown in additivity, searches for alternate
rules of combination must be undertaken.
Suppose a subgroup of Ss were shown a pair of whole
faces to be judged for which is more pleasureful.

It could

be that the difference or dissimilarity between these two
whole faces is a function of the addition of the dissimilari
ties between pairs of regions when presented singly (e.g.,
eyes high pleasure paired with eyes from a neutral expression).
In this case E would predict a subgroup's whole face dis
similarity judgment for a specified emotion by adding the
dissimilarities given to each of its component regions when
presented separately.
But suppose for this particular homogeneous subgroup
of Ss the E's predictions based on additivity (1) did not
correlate highly with the subgroups obtained scores, and (2)
that the discrepancy between predicted and obtained scores was
significant.

E must now search for other ways in which such a

subgroup could combine the regions.

E might next search for

interactions between regions for this subgroup as a way of
characterizing how they have processed facial information.
For example, it might be that for a particular subgroup, the
eyes by themselves make a large contribution to Ss judgment
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of a given face for pleasure and that this importance of the
eyes region is maintained when in combination with the fore
head and/or nose regions.

However, when the eyes region is

in combination y/ith the mouth-chin region, Ss do not use the
eyes (i.e., the mouth-chin region becomes dominant).

E

determines that the nature of the interaction between the
mouth-chin and eyes regions of the face is that when the
mouth is present, the eyes are not used and then the mouth
is not present, the eyes are used.
Another example of a different type of interaction is
the case where a particular subgroup's dissimilarity judgments
of pleasure based on the eyes region is not very large and
for the mouth region fairly large.

When these two regions are

in combination, Ss dissimilarity judgments might be much
greater than their estimates for these same regions when pre
sented separately.

E would then argue that this subgroup

attended to some higher-order dimension spanning these two
regions.
A fourth purpose involves the need to differentiate
between subgroups on the basis of person variables and/or
dimensions which potentially interact with the perceptual
scaling data of real faces.

The concern is to find a speci

fied set of person dimensions which distinguishes between Ss
in terms of what aspects of real faces they attend to and/or
how they combine the various regions of the face for any
specified emotion.

For example, an S who scores high on the

sociability scale of the Thorndike Dimensions of Temperament
(i.e., who likes to be with other people, to do things in
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groups) might be more sensitive to faces and thus attend to
higher-order invariants or pay attention to interactions
between regions.

On the other hand an individual who scores

very high on the reflective scale (i.e., interested in ideas,
in abstractions) might not interact as greatly with people
and so not attend to higher-order invariants, but rather com
bine regions in a straight-forward additive way.
An individual who scores high on the ascendent scale
(i.e., likes to meet important people, likes to be in the
center of the stage) might attend to a unique set of higherorder cues in faces to help him maintain his communication
with people since it is of such importance.

There might be

quite a reliance by this type of person on facial features
as a source of feedback as to whether he is being attended to.
An individual who is very accepting (i.e., tends to
think the best of people, to accept them at face value) might
attend to quite different facial features than the critical
person.

The accepting person might not rely as heavily on

facial features for information about an individual's
"inner" motives, whereas the critical person might be more
inclined to seek out facial information as clues to what a
person is interested in.

The critical person might be more

prone to attend to higher-order facial invariants than the
accepting person due to his need to question people’s motives.
The toughminded person (i.e., uninterested in per
sonal appearance; rational rather than intuitive) might be
less sensitive to facial features than the tenderminded
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individual who attends to personal appearance, aesthetic
interests and is intuitive rather than rational.

The tough-

minded individual might combine information from the face in
an additive way, whereas the more intuitive person might
utilize interactions between regions.

Their perspective or

approaches to others in their environment is different which
may be reflected in what they attend to and how they attend
to facial features.
The search for potential interacting person factors
will be limited to the 10 scales specified.

This is part of

a long range systematic approach to a continuous search for
a growing number of person measures relevant to processing
information from facial expressions.

It might be that a sub

group of Ss defined on the basis of the perceptual scaling
data are also those Ss who share in common a similar profile
on several of the factors on the Thorndike Dimensions of
Temperament inventory and that a second subgroup of Ss have
quite a different profile on these same Thorndike factors.
Further, it is of value to compare the means and variances
for each of the factors on the TDOT across all Ss with the
means and variances of those same factors for a given sub
group of Ss defined on the basis of the perceptual scaling
real face data.

This will aid E in obtaining a perspective

on the uniqueness of the subgroups relative to the overall
sample of Ss on the TDOT factors.

E will further differ

entiate subgroups with reference to the TDOT by treating
the homogeneous subgroups as an independent variable and the
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scores on the TDOT factors as the dependent measure and do
a one-way analysis of variance on each of the Thorndike
factors.
Procedural Components and the Multidimensional Pair
Comparisons Scaling Methodology
This research has 6 major procedural components which
operationalize how the four major objectives were to be
achieved.
(1)

They involved:
The collection of scaling data on Ss pertinent

to the information-processing question asked;
(2)

The utilization of a transpose principal compo

nents analysis (i.e., with reference to Ss) followed by an
orthogonal rotation;
(3)

The selection of homogeneous subgroups of Ss with

like profile patterns across the dependent measure;
(4)

Examining the scaling data for Ss within each

homogeneous subgroup to characterize their informationprocessing style;
(5)

The administration of individual differences

tests which could potentially be interactive with experimental
treatment conditions or situations;
(6)

A search for person dimensions which allowed

for differentiation of the homogeneous subgroups.
A methodology was required which could incorporate
the psychophysics of the stimulus the search for rules of
combination between regions of the face, individual differ
ences on the scaling data, a search for person dimensions that
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interact with subgroups' scaling of stimuli and the explora
tion for what regions of the face are utilized.

An involved

and complex methodology was required to deal with the compo
nents of the research paradigm.
A pair comparisons procedure was utilized to obtain
the data.

According to Woodworth and Schlosberg (1954) pair

comparisons is often regarded as the most adequate way of
securing judgments.

The task of S at any given moment is

simplified because he only has two stimuli before him.

The

chief objection (Guilford, 195^) to the method of pair compari
sons is that it takes too much time and is fatiguing to Ss.
Guilford (195^) states that when the number of stimuli becomes
relatively large the task of judging stimulus pairs becomes
long and unwieldy.

E thus decided to work with few stimuli,

but that would yield rich data.

Due to the pair comparisons

procedure two emotion categories were selected for comparison
with a neutral facial expression.

Thus three photographs

served as the stimuli all from the same poser's face.
To obtain richer data than afforded by the pair com
parisons procedure 3s in the present study were also asked to
rate the degree of dissimilarity on a 1 to 10 scale after
indicating which face showed more of a specified emotion being
judged.
Based on a review of prior research by Ekman et al.
(1971) six emotion categories have reliably been shown to be
judged from facial behavior.

They are happiness or pleasure,

surprise, fear, sadness, anger, and disgust/contempt.

These
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emotion categories can be judged from still photographs of
posed facial behavior.

E has added a seventh category which

is called a neutral or resting state expression.

Pleasure

was selected as one emotion category for the present study.
Only one of the five remaining emotion categories was to be
selected because of the extensive pair comparisons procedure
to be used.

Two considerations led to anger and sadness

being the two emotion categories receiving further examination
for the final determination of one emotion category to be
used along with pleasure.

First an emotion category from the

displeasure continuum was considered desirable because of the
dominance of the pleasure-displeasure continuum as a bipolar
dimension in the literature.

The second consideration in

volved a concern for the active attentive control to a stimulus
as opposed to a withdrawing more passive orientation to the
stimulus environment.

Anger and sadness, respectively, appear

ed to represent the attentive control and passive withdrawal
components of displeasure.

Using these three emotions

(pleasure, anger, and sadness) the final selection of the
emotion to be coupled with pleasure was based upon four criteria.
These criteria are specified in the method section which
follows.
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II.

METHOD

Subjects
The Ss for the study consisted of 100 students en
rolled in introductory psychology classes at the University
of New Hampshire as part of a laboratory experience require
ment in introductory psychology.
Stimuli
Based on the prior pilot work E segmented the face
into four rather than five regions.

While both the forehead

and chin had little utility in Ss pleasure judgments, the
forehead was maintained, as a separate region in this study
because E felt that with displeasureful emotions such as
anger, the forehead area might play a more important role
separately or in interaction with other regions of the face.
The four regions used were the forehead, eyes (lids and brows),
nose (including the cheek area), and mouth-chin.

Pilot work

was conducted to obtain and select facial expressions repre
sentative of two emotion categories.
Two posers were obtained from the Speech and Drama
department of the University of New Hampshire to do the
posing of neutral, sad, angry, and pleasure expressions.

For

all photos taken the distance between the camera lens and
poser was held constant at a close distance to maximize the
area in the picture field covered by the face.

Posers were

instructed to look straight into the camera lens for all
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photos taken so the photographer would have a full facefrontal view.

The posers were instructed to method act to

create a facial expression most representative of a high de
gree of the particular emotion category designated.

The

posers' task was to imagine a situation which would specify
or indicate a particular emotion.

For the neutral expression

posers were instructed to create a facial expression which
showed no emotion whatsoever.

Effort was made to involve

each poser in the task, and through the instructions they
understood how and why the stimuli were to be used.

For each

emotion category nine black and white photographs were taken
for each poser.

Thus for each poser there were 36 photos

representing the four emotion categories.

These 72 prints

(36 per each poser) constituted the population of stimulus
face photographs from which three stimulus faces were selected.
It was decided by E to select one of the two posers
facial expressions to work with for the actual study.

The

selection of stimuli was determined by having three judges
independently rate the photographs on the sadness, anger, and
pleasure emotions.

A 0 to 100 scale was used for rating

wherein zero represented none of the emotion and 100 represented
a maximum of the emotion being judged.

The 36 photos for

each poser were presented in a randomized order to each
judge.

Further, the order of judging pleasure, sadness, and

anger was randomized between judges.

The judges were the E

and two members of the thesis committee familiar with the
intended use of the stimuli.

The purpose of the scaling was

to select a high intensity of pleasure photo, a high intensity
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anger photo or sadness photo, and one neutral expression
photo from one of the two posers.

There were several criteria

to be used for selecting the best photos representative of the
emotion categories for the major study.

The four major

criteria for stimulus selection werei
(1)

An emotion that represents pleasure must be rated

by all three judges as extremely high on pleasure.
(2)

A photo which is high on pleasure and rated as

such by the three judges should be judged as close as possible
to the neutral expression when judged for either the anger or
sadness emotion.
(3)

The selection of two emotion categories that have

the neutral expression photo judged near zero on both emotion
categories.
(4)

Select two emotions that are judged to contain

no emotion blends.

If a photo rated high on pleasure is also

rated high on sadness and/or anger, this constitutes an
emotion blend.

Those stimuli which most accurately reflected

the criteria were selected.

These criteria were also used to

determine whether anger or sadness would be used as the second
emotion category.

On the basis of these criteria three

photographs from a single poser were selected.

Figure 1 pre

sents the photographs representing anger, neutral and pleasure
from left to right respectively.

Figure 1

Anger, Neutral and Pleasure Faces

Figure 1
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Each face was segmented into four regions in such a
way as to insure that the area within each region was con
stant across the differing emotional categories.
Different points were placed on the poser's face when
posing a neutral expression which served as E's cut-off points
for the corresponding regions.

Figure 2 presents a schematic

face to demonstrate the sectioning procedure.

Insert Figure 2 about here

The forehead region was defined by having each poser raise
his or her eyebrows as high as possible.

An ink mark to the

side of the face served to index this point.

The eyes region

was defined by placing an ink mark on the bone beneath the
eyes at the point where a vertical straight line would inter
sect the middle of the pupil of the eye in its straight forward
gaze.

The upper limit of the eyes region was the top of the

eyebrows on the neutral pose (top dotted line in Figure 1).
The nose region ran from the bone beneath the eyes (middle
dotted line in Figure 1) to a point above the mouth halfway
between the end of the nose and top of the upper lip (bottom
dotted line in Figure 1).
maining lower section.

The mouth-chin region was the re

When a neutral expression was made

into a print, lines through these points were drawn and ex
tended onto a piece of cardboard.

The neutral expression

thus served as a template to define the sectioning for the
other emotional expressions.

These other emotional express

ions were placed on the cardboard which had the lines on it

Figure 2
Schematic Face to Demonstrate
Sectioning of Face to Cheek Regions

MIDDLE
BOTTOM

Figure 2
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based on the neutral expressions.

Cut-off points for the four

regions were thus established.
The stimulus pairing or construction allowed for a
full test of additivity and for any interaction of regions
in judging emotions.

By interposing one region from one face

to another face, we allowed for a more complete examination
of the possibilities for additivity since we can explore the
subtractive rule for additivity as well as its additive
counterpart.

Further, by an interchange of the parts of the

face, we allowed for the possibilities of different kinds of
interactive models.

For example, a face showing an actor's

eyes high on pleasure with that actor's nose from the neutral
expression presents the S with noncongruent information which
will provide the possibility for using interactive informa
tion between these two regions when making judgments.
The three photographs (Figure 1) previously described
were used to create two pairings.

The pairings of photographs

were alwaysi
(1)

High intensity pleasure photograph paired with

a neutral facial expression photograph.
(2)

High intensity anger photograph paired with a

neutral facial expression photograph.
Table 2 refers to the stimulus pairings of the pleasure
and neutral stimuli.

Insert Table 2 about here
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Table 2
Stimulus Pairings
P = pleasure

f = forehead

N = neutral

e = eyes

A = anger

n = nose
m = mouth-chin
One Regiont
Left

Right

1.

Pf

Nf

2.

Pe

Ne

3.
4.

Pn

Nn

Pm

Nm

Two Regional
Left

Right

1.

Pf,Pe

Nf.Ne

2.

Pf ,Ne

Nf.Pe

3.
4.

Nf,Nn

Pf.Pn

Nf,Pn
Pf,Pm

Pf.Nn
Nf ,Nm

Pf ,Nm

Nf,Pm

Ne,Nn

Pe, Pn

N e fPn

Pe.Nn

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pe,Pm

Ne,Nm

Pe,Nm

Ne,Pm

11.

Nn,Nm

Pn.Pm

12.

Nn,Pm

Pn,Nm
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Table 2 (cont.)
Three Regions*
Left_______________ Right
1.

Pf,Pe,Pn

Nf,Ne,Nn

2.

Nf,Pe,Pn

Pf,Ne,Nn

3.
4.

Nf,Ne,Pn

Pf,Pe,Nn

Nf,Pe,Nn

Pf,Ne,Pn

5.
6.

Nf,Ne,Nm

Pf,Pe,Pm

Pf,Ne,Nm

Nf,Pe,Pm

7.
8.

Pf,Pe,Nm

Nf,Ne,Pm

Pf,Ne,Pm

Nf,Pe,Nm

9.
10.

Pf,Pn ,Pm

Nf,Nn,Nm

Nf,Pn,Pf

Pf,Nn,Nf

11.

Nf,Nn,Pm

Pf,Pn,Nm

12.

Nf,Pn,Nm

13.
14.

Ne,Nn,Nm

Pf,Nn,Pm
Pe,Pn,Pm

Pe,Nn,Nm

Ne,Pn,Pm

15.
16.

Pe,Pn.Nm

Ne,Nn,Pm

Pe,Nn,Pm

Ne,Pn,Nm

Pour Regions*

1.

Left________________ Right
Pf,Pe,Pn,Pm
Nf,Ne,Nn,Nm

2.

Nf,Pe,Pn,Pm

PffNe,Nn#Nm

3.

Nf,Ne,Pn,Pm

Pf,Pe,Nn,Nra

4.

Nf,Ne,Nn,Pm

Pf,Fe,Pn,Nm

5.

Nf,Pe^Nn,Pm

Pf,Ne,Pn,Nm

6.

Nf,Pe,Ph,Nm

Pf,Ne,Nn,Pm

7.

Nf,Pe,Nn,Nm

Pf,Ne,Pn,Pm

8.

Nf,Ne,Pn,Nm

Pf,Pe,Nn,Pm
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There are 4 single-region pairings, 12 double-region pairings,
16 triple-region pairings, and 8 quadruple-region pairings
for a total of 40 pairings.

Thus pair comparisons were made

between each of the two emotions with the neutral photos but
the two emotions were not compared against each other.

Exact

ly the same ordering of 40 stimulus pairs existed for anger
coupled with the neutral expression as for pleasure and the
neutral expression.

For example, E took a high intensity

pleasure photo and a neutral expression photo, which constitutes
one pairing classification, and interchanged and deleted re
gions for the 80 stimulus pairs presented in Table 2.
Procedure
Pilot work was conducted to determine the best pro
cedure for collecting the perceptual data from Ss.

The con

cerns were (a) to determine how long the experimental session
with Ss would take, (b) to gather verbal reports of fatigue,
boredom, carelessness, and loss of S reliability across trials,
and (c) to determine how long to present each stimulus.

All

stimuli were in photographic slide form and projected onto a
white screen.
The strategy was to begin by collecting data on Ss
singly throughout all 160 trials needed for the major study.
These experimental sessions were established to be as much
like the sessions to be run for the major study in terms of
instructions and stimulus materials.

Ss were told that during

this early phase of the study E was interested in determining
how confident and reliable they felt their judgments to be
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throughout the trials and how interested and motivated they
stayed.

Ss were strongly encouraged to raise any questions

or make any comments or suggestions at any point during these
early sessions.

Ss were told that whenever they felt a 10

or 15 minute break would be beneficial to maintaining their
reliability and interest to let E know.

The concern was to

let S know that E would be relying heavily on their observa
tions about the procedures.
Ten Ss were run singly throughout all 160 trials.

It

was determined from S s ' feedback that the optimal stimulus
presentation time was 15 seconds.

It was determined that

three breaks were best to minimize fatigue, boredom, and a
lack of reliability.

After the first 40 trials there was a

five minute break, after the next 40 (half way point) a 15
minute break was given, and at the end of the next 40 trials
a final 5 minute break was given.

All Ss commented that the

breaks were necessary and served to maintain their vigilence
and reliability.

Ss' general feelings were that the pace of

stimulus presentation along with the three breaks allowed them
to maintain interest, motivation, confidence, and reliability
in their judgments.

These sessions took a total of one hour

and fifteen minutes with instructions, warm-up, running, and
debriefing.
To insure that the decisions made with single Ss would
be appropriate for running groups of 16 Ss, group testing was
carried out.

Two groups of 16 Ss were run.

To be certain

that reliability was being maintained throughout the session
and as a check on previous Ss' verbal reports, 10 of the
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stimuli were selected and presented twice, randomly throughout
the trials.

This constituted the basis for a test-retest

measure of reliability.

For the first group of 16 Ss the

Pearson correlation between the 10 stimuli presented twice
(each datum was averaged across 16 Ss) was .99 when the stimuli
were judged for pleasure and .98 when judged for anger.

For

the second group the order of emotion (anger first - pleasure
second) to be scaled was reversed, and a different random
ordering was usedi
for pleasure.

The correlation was .99 for anger and .99

It appears that Ss are reliable and that the

breaks given Ss periodically, the instructions, and rate of
stimulus presentation were effective in accomplishing the con
cerns of this pilot study.
For the actual study the stimuli were presented to Ss
in groups of between 10 and 20 Ss.

Each of the 80 pairings

were judged under each of the two emotions for a total of
160 judgments.

Each stimulus pair was presented for S to

judge which face of each pair showed more of the emotion being
judged (either pleasure or anger).

If S indicated that one

face showed more of the specified emotion than the other,
he/she was asked to indicate how much more of the emotion that
face showed.

A 10 point scale was used for this rating with

1 indicating just slightly more of the emotion and 10 repre
senting maximum dissimilarity on the emotion being judged.
Half of the Ss judged pleasure first, the other half judged
anger first.
S.

Appendix A presents the instructions given to

Thus a given dissimilarity rating specifies how different

any two stimuli paired together are with regard to a specified
emotion in an absolute sense.
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For example, a dissimilarity rating of 5 can be re
flected in any of the below casess
0

Case I

2

X

5

7

10

X

Case 2

X

Case 3

X

X

X

The use of the dissimilarity scale was explained to
Ss through the use of line lengths.
lengths example.

Appendix B presents line

Assume that a given line length indicates

an S's judgment of a particular face on a specified emotion
and thus the difference between two line lengths represents
the dissimilarity judgment between a pair of stimuli.
example t

0

5

10

x
10 *x' long
y

X

5 *y' long
y

X

same
y

X

y
X

y

same

same

For
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The Ss task in each and every instance was to judge
for every stimulus pair how different the two stimulus photo
graphs were with respect to the designated emotion category.
Appendix C presents the response sheets used by S.
The 100 Ss were assigned to four conditions so as to
allow for a counterbalancing of the order of the stimuli and
emotions to be judged.

Thus half of the Ss gave pleasure

judgments first, while the other half made anger judgments
first.

There were two random orders for the presentation of

the 80 stimulus pairs.
A practice session was presented before the actual
scaling presentations.

This consisted of presenting eight

pairs of stimulus faces on both emotion categories.

These

eight stimulus pairs were (1) angry eyes, neutral eyes; (2)
pleasure mouth-neutral mouth; (3) angry eyes and nose-neutral
eyes and noset (4) neutral eyes and pleasure mouth-pleasure
eyes and neutral moutht (5) neutral forehead, angry eyes, and
neutral nose-angry forehead, neutral eyes, and angry nose;
(6) pleasure forehead, pleasure nose, and pleasure mouthneutral forehead, neutral nose, and neutral mouth; (7) full
face anger-full face neutral expression; and (8) neutral
forehead, neutral eyes, pleasure nose, and pleasure mouthpleasure forehead, pleasure eyes, neutral nose, and neutral
mouth.
The concern was to allow Ss to see the range of
pictures to be rated (including pairs that are thought to be
most extreme on each of the two emotions).

We wanted S to

maintain the same scale definition throughout all judgments.
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It should be noted that all eight pairs came from the
80 stimulus pairings presented for Ss to judge during the data
collection phase of the study*

These eight stimulus pairs

were completely randomized for presentation to Ss.

The con

cern was to imply to Ss that they were getting a lot of com
binations, many from different faces, and thus it would be
imperative that they base their judgments only on the regions
shown.

After the practice trials, Ss could ask questions and

then they made judgments on the 160 stimulus pairs with order
and breaks appropriate to their condition.
The Thorndike Dimensions of Temperament (TDOT) inven
tory was administered to Ss to tap person dimensions of
potential interest for differentially characterizing subgroups
of Ss.

The TDOT was administered after a 15 minute break

following Ss 160 judgments.
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III. RESULTS

The analysis of the data followed a procedure suggest
ed by Tucker and Messick (1963), Forsyth (1973) and Forsyth
and Shor (197*0.

The analysis involved: (1) a principle

components factor analysis of the scaling data to obtain a
rotated factor matrix with loadings on Ss, (2) selecting homo
geneous subgroups of Ss on the basis of loadings on the
rotated factor matrix, (3) obtaining the average dissimilarity
ratings for each subgroup of Ss on each stimulus pairing under
each emotional expression scaled, (*)•) using each subgroup's
emotional expression dissimilarity ratings on the eight stimulus
pairs differing on a single region of the face to predict within
an emotional expression the dissimilarity ratings on the re
maining 72 pairings, (5) computing correlations between the
predicted ratings and the obtained or actual ratings across
emotional expressions for each subgroup of Ss, (6) differen
tially characterizing the homogeneous subgroups scaling judg
ments both by an analysis of obtained dissimilarity ratings
with subgroups as a factor and by comparing predicted and
obtained ratings across emotional expressions for each homo
geneous subgroup, and (7) searching for individual differences
variables which differentially characterize the subgroups.
The correlation matrix for the principle components
factor analysis represented the intercorrelations of the
100 Ss based on 160 scaling judgments defined by the factorial
combination of 80 pairings judged under each of two emotions.
With a criterion of eigenvalues greater than unity, four
factors resulted accounting for 87 percent of the total
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variance.

The proportion of variability accounted for by

the factors was .82, .02, .02, and .01 for principle compo
nents factors 1 through 4 respectively.

It is to be noted

that the first factor accounted for 82 percent of the variance
which is consonant with the generally high correlations of Ss
with one another across the 160 scaling tasks.

In fact, only

11 correlations from this matrix were less than .50.

However,

four factors emerged despite this high degree of communality
between Ss.

As Carroll and Chang (1969) point out, it is

important to address the communality as well as the differences
between homogeneous subgroups in individual differences analyses
of data.

The high correlations of Ss with one another as well

as the large proportion of variance accounted for by the first
factor indicate that there was a high degree of agreement between
all 100 Ss for a large portion of the stimulus face pairings.
The principle components factor analysis allowed E to
obtain rotated factor loadings for the purpose of forming
homogeneous subgroups based on the proximity of Ss in the
four-dimensional space.

For this purpose an H-group analysis

(Ward, 1963) was performed on the rotated factor loadings
across the four S factors.

This analysis operates on the

deviation squared between any two Ss for each specified factor
and then sums across factors.

The initial dissimilarity between

a pair of Ss i and j over r factors where n is the number of Ss
forming the group can be represented as follows*

“ 1=1

■ x5k)2

/r

This clustering procedure operates (for this data) on a
100 x 100 Ss matrix where each entry is a deviation squared
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and summed across the four factors between any two specified
Ss.
In essence, the H-group starts out with as many groups
as there are specified Ss.

It then searches for the first

two Ss who are closest on the basis of their Euclidean dis
tance and combines them to form a new group.

Groups are re

duced in number by a series of steps until all Ss have been
classified intooone or the other of two groups.

At each step

some pair of groups is combined, thereby reducing the number
of groups by one.

The H-group program has been designed to

deal with the problem of profile similarity, and makes use of
the total within-groups variation as the function to be
minimally increased at each step in the process.

The error

utilized by H-group is the sum of the squared deviations from
group means.

In general, as the number of groups formed de

creases the error sum of squares increases.
The H-group program specifies the magnitude of this
error variation after each new combination of groups.

This

error variation serves as a useful criterion for selecting
the point in the grouping sequence to enter to locate homo
geneous subgroups.

For the present study

it was decided

to examine the groupings where the error variation was .10.
There were several reasons for this criterion.

First, the

increases in error variation were less than .02 for every
group combination up to .10, and the next grouping increased
that error variation to .17.

Relatedly an examination of

the S correlation matrix and the 100 x 100 matrix of Euclidean
distances between Ss indicated that addit jonal groupings
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beyond the one at the .10 error variation criterion began
combining Ss not highly correlated with each other, nor
proximal to one another in the Euclidean space.

Using this

criterion of an error variation of .10, the H-group analysis
output was entered at the point where the 100 Ss had been
classified into 10 groups.
An examination of the distances squared from the
100 x 100 S matrix using a .10 variation criterion initially
led to the formation of four homogeneous subgroups.

These

four subgroups were among the 10 groupings formed by H-group
utilizing the same kind of criterion.

The concern was not to

attempt a characterization of all possible individuals into
subgroups, but rather only those that were most stable.

The

four subgroups initially selected stand out in terms of the
criteria of close proximity of Ss within the subgroup, distance
from Ss in other subgroups and stability of the subgroup in
the H-group sequential combinations.

Table 3 presents the

mean deviation squared between Ss within a subgroup and between
subgroups.

The deviation within subgroups averaged .02 for

these four subgroups and the deviation between these subgroups
averaged .12.

For example, one subgrouping consisted of three

Ss which merged together as a single subgroup when 38 subgroup
ings were formed and the error variation was .01.

These Ss

remained a single subgroup until only seven subgroups were
left and the error variation was .20.

Thus no other Ss were

close enough to these three to be combined with them until the
error variation was twice the established criterion value.
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Insert Table 3 about here

A fifth subgrouping consisting of four Ss was eventuallyaccepted as a homogeneous subgroup.

This subgroup consisted

of individuals more distant from each other than Ss in the
first four subgroups selected.

Specifically the mean

Euclidean distance between these Ss was .12 (see Table 3).
However, the Ss in this fifth subgroup were more distant from
the other four subgroups than those four subgroups were from
each other.

Specifically, while between subgroup distances

for the first four subgroups averaged .12, the average distance
of subgroup five from the other four subgroups was .25.

Since

a major concern is to explore how subgroups are different
from one another on the basis of the scaling tasks this group
ing of Ss was included.
Three of the remaining five groupings were eliminated
from consideration primarily on the basis of their proximity
to the already more stably formed groups and the correspondingly
large error variation which resulted from this combination.
For example, in the very next H-grouping of Ss (i.e., from 10
to 9 groups) a large group of 13 Ss was combined with a stable
subgroup of Ss with a corresponding large jump in the error
variation to .1?.

This combination of Ss would have changed

the nature of the original subgrouping.

However, those 13 Ss

were not sufficiently distinct to warrant attempts at differ
entially characterizing them.

TABLE 3
Mean Deviations Squared Within and Between Groups

G1
G2
G3
g4

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

.01

.07

.12

.18

.26

.03

.10

.12

.25

.02

.11

.30

.02

.18
.12
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The two remaining groups from the 10 H-groupings con
sisted of only one S in each grouping.

Neither of these Ss

correlate highly with any of the other 100 Ss across the
160 scaling judgments.

Both are quite distant from Ss in

the five already formed subgroups and do not get combined or
included with other groups until the last few steps of the
H-group analysis.

When these two Ss are combined with other

subgroups the error variation increases to .30.
Ward states (1963) that an optimum grouping of Ss
(or any defined objects) should "maximize the average inter
group distance while minimizing the average intra-group dis
tance

(p. 309)."

It is to be noted in Table 3 that while Ss

within subgroups are more similar to each other than to Ss
in the other subgroups, the distances between subgroups is not
extreme.

This finding is consistent with the high correlations

in the S intercorrelation matrix.
The next step required that the mean dissimilarity
judgment for each emotional expression by stimulus pair com
bination be obtained for each subgroup.

The mean pleasure

judgments on the four pairs of pleasure vs. neutral stimuli
differing only on a single region were used to derive pre
dictions of the pleasure dissimilarity judgments on the re
maining 36 pleasure vs. neutral pairings.

Similarly, the

mean pleasure judgments on the four pairs of anger vs. neutral
stimuli differing on only a single region were used to derive
predictions of the pleasure dissimilarity judgments on the
remaining 36 anger vs. neutral pairings.

This same procedure

was used to obtain predicted ratings for the anger dissimilarity
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judgments.

Specifically, the mean anger judgments on the

four pairs of

anger vs. neutral stimuli differing on only a

single region

were used to derive predictions of the anger

dissimilarity judgments on the remaining 36 anger vs. neutral
pairings.

Similarly, the mean anger judgments on the four

pairs of pleasure vs. neutral stimuli differing only on a
single region

were used to derive predictions of the anger

dissimilarity

judgments on

the remaining 36 pleasure vs.

neutral pairings.
These predicted values were then correlated with the
obtained dissimilarity judgments across expressions for each
subgroup separately.

The correlations between predicted and

obtained dissimilarity judgments were .76, .78, .35* *67, and
.68 for Subgroups 1 through 5 respectively.

These correlations

suggest that non-additivity exists in varying degrees for the
various subgroups.

Especially interesting is Subgroup 3 whose

low correlation indicates strong non-additivity among the
stimulus pairs.

These differing correlations suggest inter

actions between subgroups, emotion judged and stimulus pairs.

An examination of the discrepancies between predicted and
obtained ratings also supports this suggestion.

Appendix D

presents a comparison of mean discrepancies between predicted
and obtained ratings for stimulus pairs across subgroups for
pleasure and anger.

The specific nature of the violations of

additivity will be discussed later as they aid in the
characterization of subgroups.
The mean obtained dissimilarity judgments for pleasure
were correlated with the mean obtained dissimilarity judgments
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for anger for each subgroup to help characterize them differ
ently.

The concern was to determine if pleasure and anger

were treated as primary categories of emotion or as two ends
of a bipolar dimension for any given subgroup.

The correla

tions were -.98, -.92, -.72, -.79 and -.93 for Subgroups 1
through 5 respectively.

All subgroups appear to treat the

emotion categories of anger and pleasure as existing on a
bipolar continuum.

The degree of support for a bipolar

dimension, however, varies somewhat from subgroup to subgroup.
In order to further characterize subgroups differently
a comparison of the mean obtained dissimilarity judgments
for stimulus pairs across subgroups for pleasure and anger
was examined.

Appendix E presents the mean obtained dissimilar

ity rating for each of the 160 judgments by each of the five
homogeneous subgroups.

To systematize this search a

5 x 2 x 80 unweighted means repeated measures analysis of vari
ance was performed on the mean obtained dissimilarity ratings.
The first factor was the five subgroups previously formed and
the two repeated measures factors were the judgments of
pleasure and anger and the 80 stimulus pairs respectively.
The nature of the differences between subgroups was defined
in terms of those variables in the analysis of variance which
interact with subgroups.

In essence E was looking at the

variability between subgroups at specified levels of emotion
judged and stimulus pair combinations.

Table 4 presents the

results of the analysis of variance on mean obtained dissimilar
ity judgments for stimulus pairs across subgroups for pleasure
and anger.
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Insert Table 4 about here

As anticipated, a significant Groups by Emotion by
Stimulus Pair interaction was obtained.

In order to determine

which Emotion by Stimulus-pair combinations differentially
characterize the homogeneous subgroups, simple-simple main
effect analyses (Winer, 1971) were performed to examine the
variability between homogeneous subgroups for each Emotion
by Stimulus-pair combination.

Table 5 lists the mean obtained

dissimilarity judgments for each of the Emotion by Stimuluspair combinations producing significant differences between
subgroups.

Those combinations differentiating subgroups

along with the nature of predicted vs. obtained discrepancies
provide the basis for differentially characterizing the sub
groups .
Anderson (1972) and Birnbaum (1973) have indicated
that correlations between theoretical predictions and obtained
data do not serve as an adequate test of a model.

The degree

of disagreement or discrepancy between predicted and obtained
outcomes is also a necessary test of the fit of any model.
To help further determine which stimuli served to differentiate
between subgroups a comparison of the mean discrepancies between
predicted and obtained ratings for all stimulus pairs across
subgroups for pleasure and anger were obtained.

Appendix D

presents a comparison of mean discrepancies between predicted
and obtained ratings for stimulus pairs across subgroups for
pleasure and anger.

For example, consider the anger judgment
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TABLE 4
Analysis of Variance on Mean Obtained
Dissimilarity Judgments for Stimulus Pairs
Across Subgroups for Pleasure and Anger
Source

df

MS

45-56

4

11.39

315.11

60

5.25

B

28.87

1

28.87

4.57

AB

73.65

4

18.41

2.92

378.83

60

6.31

C

3661.15

79

46.34

13.57

AC

3137.10

316

9.93

2.91

C x Ss/wgps.

16187.89

4740

3.42

BC

99294.41

79

1256.89

255.57

7180.04

316

22.72

4.62

23309.84

4740

4.92

Between Ss
A
Ss/wgps.

SS

F

360.67
2.17

Within Ss

B x Ss/wgps.

ABC
BC x Ss/wgps.
Total
A= groups

B= pleasure or anger judgments
C= stimulus pairs
*= p<.01
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on stimulus pair 12 in Appendix D where the neutral eye, anger
nose face was paired with the anger eye, neutral nose face.
Appendix D shows that the discrepancy between the obtained
and predicted ratings is large for Subgroup 4 (7.6) and small
for the other four subgroups.

Specifically, the predicted

vs. obtained discrepancies were 0.9# 1«1» 0.3, and 1.0 for
Subgroups 1, 2, 3. and 5 respectively.

For Subgroup 4 the

obtained judgment was quite a bit more distant than what was
predicted, whereas for the other subgroups the obtained judgment
was only slightly removed from predicted.

Thus, while the

obtained dissimilarity means were quite varied for Subgroups
1, 2, 3# and 5 (see stimulus Bl°12 for anger judgments in
Appendix E or Case 33 in Table 5) these means were not discrepant
from the values predicted based on additivity.

The large dis

crepancy for Subgroup 4 indicates a violation of the inter
regional additivity hypothesis.

The subgroups must be char

acterized on the basis of the nature of their additivity viola
tions as well as on the basis of differences in obtained
dissimilarity ratings.
Of the 160 simple-simple main effects conducted between
the five subgroups at specified levels of stimulus-pair
combinations, 62 were significant at the .01 level.

An F

value of 3*32 for 4 and an infinite degrees of freedom was
required for significance.
An examination of the emotion-judged by stimulus-pair
combinations for which there were significant simple-simple
main effects reveals far more differences between subgroups
for anger judgments than for pleasure judgments.

For the 40
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pairs of stimuli judged for anger and different on anger, 27
were significant.

Eighteen of the 40 pairs of stimuli judged

for anger but differing on pleasure were significant.

For the

40 pairs of stimuli judged for pleasure but differing on
anger, 10 were significant.

Only 7 of the **0 stimulus pairs

judged for pleasure and differing on pleasure were significant.
It appears that the high intensity pleasure stimuli were
stereotypically judged for the most part by all Ss across the
five homogeneous subgroups.
The Newman-Keuls procedure was used to test for
differences between subgroups for each of the significant
simple-simple main effects.

The .01 level of significance

was used to test the differences between group means in the
Newman-Keuls procedure.

The critical values needed for signifi

cance at the .01 level were 3.85, 3.69, 3.45, and 3*05 for
5, 4, 3, and 2 ordered steps respectively.

Results of the

Newman-Keuls comparisons are summarized in Table 5.

In some

cases no significant differences between group means emerged
at the .01 level even though significance was reached at the
.01 level for the corresponding simple-simple main effects.
In these cases the .05 level was used to test the differences
between group means.

An asterik next to the emotion by stim

ulus description in Table 5 indicates that the .05 level was
used.

Insert Table 5 about here
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TABLE 5
Group/Means/and Newman-Keuls Comparisons
Emo ti on/S timulus
Description
1)

2)

3)

Anger
AF,AEf vs •
NF,NE

3
3.67

2
4. 47

Anger
Nn,AM, vs •
An,NM

2
5-41

3
6,67

Anger

2

NF,AE,Nn, vs .
AF,NE,An

5.00

Anger
NF,Nn,AM, vs .
AF,An,NM

3
6.00

5)

Anger
NF,An,NM, vs .
AF,Nn,AM

6)

Anger

4)

8)

5.00

2

4
5.33

5
9

6.77

4
8.00

5
11.75

3
6.83

1
7.06

5

4.97

1

6.65

9.33

5
13.25

5
10.00

1
12.89

3
13.67

2
14.65

4
15.00

5
9.75

1
12.60

3
13.50

Anger
AE,Nn,AM, v s .
NE.An.NM

2
*1.82

3
5.33

5.6 9

Anger
PF,NE,Pn, vs .
NT? PIT W n
NF,PE,Nn

4
10.00

3
11.1?

2
12.82

1

4

10.75

1
7.06

NF,NE,An, v s .
AF,AE,Nn
7)

4

1

2
14.59

4
6.67

1
16.09

4
15.33

5
12.25

5
19.50
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TABLE 5 (cont.)
Emoti on/S timulus
Description

9)

10)

Anger
NF,AE,An,AM, vs.
AF,NE,Nn,NM
Anger
NF,AE,Nn,AM, v s.
AF,NE,An.NM

11) Anger
NF,NE,An,NM, vs.
AF,AE,Nn,AM
12)

Anger
NF,PE,Nn,PM, vs.
PF,NE,Pn,NM

3
2.17

2

2
2.76

4.53

3
5.33

5
9.50

1
14.66

2

1
4.63

1
5.89

15.71

3
16.17

5
19.75

15.33

15.71

1
16.14

2
8.12

3
8.50

1
10.74

5
11.50

5
11.50

1
12.11

3
17.50

5
18.50

4

14)

Anger*
NF,AE,Nn,NM, vs.
AF,NE,An,AM

4
6.00

10.12

3
11.33

4
12.67

2
15.24

1
16.83

Pleasure
NF,PE,Pn,NM, vs.
PF,NE,Nn,PM

5
10.25

14.67

4
5.00

16)

4
7.00

3
16.17

Anger
AF,AE,NM, vs t
NF,NE,AM

Anger*
NE,Nn,PM, vs «
PE,Pn,NM

5.33

5
11.50

2

4

13)

15)

4

4
12.67
___

2

2

1

3

5

16.06
17.31
17.83
19.50
____________________________
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TABLE 5 (cont.)
Emotion/Stimulus
Description
17)

18)

19)

Pleasure
PF,NE,Pn, vs.
NF,PE,Nn

5
1.50

Anger*
AM vs.
NM

3
2.67

Anger
NF,NE,NM, vs.

1
4.35

3
4.83

2
5.82

4
15.67
---

4

2
4.41

11.33

5
11.75

4
9.00

5
11.00

1
4.63

4
8

5
8.25

2
16.76

3
18.17

2
16.24

3
17.00

4
10.00

5
13.00

3
15.67

2
15.88

5

5.09

4
8.00

1

4

1
15.43

AF,AE,AM
20)

Anger
AF,NE,NM, vs.

1
15.66

NF,AE,AM
21)

22)

23)

24)

Anger
PE,Nn, vs .
NE,Pn

1
3.69

3
5.17

Anger
AF,NM, vs.
NF, AM

5
11.00

4
13.00

Anger
AF,AM, vs.
NF,NM

3
4.17

2
4.41

Anger
AF,An,AM, vs.
NF,Nn,NM

2
4.29

3
4.50

2
5.47

1
14.91

1

5.23

7.33

8.50

5
9.00
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TABLE 5 (cont.)
Emotion/Stimulus
Description
25)

26)

Anger
A E,An,NM, vs.
ME,Nn,AM

4
6.00

3
7.67

Anger
PF,PE,Nn, vs .

5
3.00

1
4.94

2
7.94

1
10.23

5
11.25

5.94

3
6.50

4
9.00

1
16.31

3
16.67

5
18.2 5

2
4.12

4

2

NF.NE.Pn
27)

28)

29)

30)

31)

32)

Anger
PF,Nn,PM v s.
NF,Pn,NM
Anger
NF,PE,Pn,NM, vs.
PF,NE,Nn,PM
Pleasure
NF,NE, vs.
PF, PE
Pleasure

4

2

13.67

14.76

5
•50

3
2.00

5
13.25

4

1
13.97

2

2.83

4

14.94

17.67

3
15.50

1
16.11

5
16.25

2
3.24

4

11.33

Pleasure
NE,Nn,PM, vs.
PE,Pn,NM

5
I .25

2.09

3
3.00

5
11.50

3
13.33

1
14.86

1

2

6.33

3
14.67

PF,PE,Nn, vs.
NF,NE,Pn

Anger
AF,NE, vs.
NF, AE

13.76

1

4
15.00

6.33

2
15.82
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TABLE 5 (cont.)
Emoti on/S timulus
Description
4

Anger
NE,An, vs,
A E,Nn

5
10.00

1
12.0 6

3
13.6?

2
14.82

Anger
NE,Nn,NM, vs.

5
12.25

4
14.00

1

2

15.5?

16.65

3
18.00

3
12.00

4
13.00

2
14.00

1
14.66

5
16.00

Anger
Pn,NM, vs.
Nn, PM

5
0.25

1

37)

Anger*
NF,PE,NM, vs.
PF,NE,PM

38)

33)

3*0

15.33

AE,An,AM
35)

Anger
Pn,PM, vs .
Nn,NM

36)

39)

3.03

3
3.17

*<-.59

4
5.00

5
0.25

4
1.00

1
2.86

3
3.00

2
4.24

Anger
PF,Pn,NM, vs.
NF,Nn,PM

5
0.75

3
2.6?

1
3.40

4
4.00

Anger
N E,Pn,NM, vs.

5
0.50

1
3.40

3
3.67

2
4.76

5.33

4
17.67

1
17.80

3
18.00

5
20.00

2

2
4.9*<-

4

PE,Nn,PM
40)

Anger
NF,NE,Nn,PM, vs.
PF,PE,Pn,NM

2
14.59
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TABLE 5 (cont.)
Emoti on/S timulus
Description
41)

Anger
NF,NE,Pn,NM, vs.

5
1.00

1
3.34

2

4
7.00

3
3.83

5-29

3
11 .00 .

1
12.60

13.71

3
12.00

2
14.24

1
14.34

4

1

2

11.33

13.51

13-94

3
3.17

1
4.40

2
4.59

5.49

5
6.50

4
9.00

13.97

3
14.67

2
14.94

4
17.6

3
2.17

2
4.12

1
4.49

PF,PE,Nn,PM
42)

Pleasure
Nn,AM, vs.
An,NM

43)

44)

45)

46)

47)

48)

5
9.75

4
10.33

4

Pleasure
NF,AE,An,AM, vs.
AF,NE,Nn,NM

5
10.25

11.33

Pleasure
NF,AE,Nn,AM, vs.
AF,NE,Nn,NK

5
10.00

3
11.33

Pleasure
NF,PM, vs.
PF,NM

5
0.75

4

Anger
AE vs.
NE
Pleasure
NF,NE, vs.
PF, PE
Pleasure
NF,PE,Pn,PM, vs.
PF.NE.Nn.NM

2
3.76

5
13.25

4
1.67

1.33

3
4.33

1

1

2

5
6.75
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TABLE 5 (cont.)
Emo ti on/S timulus
Description
49)

Anger
PP,NE,Nn, vs.
NF,PE,Pn

4
4.67

5
4.75

2
5-24

50)

Anger
AE,AM, vs.
NE,NM

3
3.17

2
3.53

1
4.94

4

Anger
AF,AE,An, AM, vs.
NF,NE,Nn,NM

3
I .67

2
3.18

1
4.26

4

Anger
NF,NE,An,AM, vs.

3
7.67

51)

52)

1
8.31

5
9.50

1
5.43

3
8.83

6.00

5
8.25

5.33

5
5*75

2
10.94

4
12.00

4

3
10.50

AF,AE,Nn,NM
53)

Anger
PF,Nn, vs.
NF, Pn

54)

55)

56)

5
6.00

1
6.69

2
6.82

8.00

Anger*
NF,PM, vs.
PF.NM

3
11.83

2

1

4

14.35

14.57

14.67

5
15.50

Anger
PF,PE,Pn,PM, vs.
NF,NE,Nn,NM

3
11.83

5
13.25

1
13.94

2

4

14.35

16.67

Pleasure
AF,AE, vs.
NF,NE

5
10.25

4

3
12.83

1

2
14.18

12.33

13.71
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TABLE 5 (cont.)
Emotion/Stimulus
Description
57)

58)

59)

60)

61)

62)

*

5.77

2
6.12

5
7.75

Pleasure*
AE,AM vs.
NE,NM

4
11.00

5
11.50

3
11.67

2

1

14.59

14.77

Pleasure*
NF,NE,NM, vs.
AF,AE,AM

2
5.18

1

3
8.00

4
8.00

5
8.75

4

3
9.17

Pleasure*
AF,NM, vs.
NF, AM

1

2

5.63

3
9.17

5.41

1
5.42

8.67

5
8.75

Pleasure*
NF,An,AM, vs.
AF,Nn,NM

4
11.00

3
11.17

5
12.25

2
13.94

Pleasure*
NE,Nn,NM, vs.
AE,An,AM

2
5.12

Pleasure*
AF,NE,NM, vs.
NF,AE,AM

1
5.51

3
8.33

4
8.33

4
9.33

1
14.37

5
8.75

The .05 level of significance was used since the simple-simple
main effects were significant (p .01), but the Newman-Keuls
was not (p .01) for these comparisons.
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The order of characterizing the five subgroups will
be on the basis of those which differentiate themselves from
others in a clearcut fashion and not in terms of the size of
the. subgroups.

Those subgroups that are most distant or iso

lated from the others in terms of their scaling of stimulus
pair combinations will be discussed first.
characterization will be Subgroups 5»

Thus the order of

3» 2 and 1.

In Table 5 all 62 significant simple-simple main
effects for each emotion by stimulus description are given.
For each emotion by stimulus description, the ordering of the
subgroups on the basis of their means are listed from smallest
to largest, followed by the corresponding subgroup means, and
then a representation of which means are different and which
are not with reference to the Newman-Keuls procedure.

Subgroup

means underlined by a common line in Table 5 do not differ
from each otherj subgroup means not underlined by a common
line do differ.

It is to be noted that the means in Table 5

are on a 20 point scale where a 10 represents no judged
dissimilarity between a stimulus pair, a 20 represents an
extreme dissimilarity for the stimulus face on the right and
a zero an extreme dissimilarity for the stimulus face on the
left.

The first listed stimulus of each pair was on the

left and the second on the right.
To familiarize the reader with the use of Table 5
and to begin a characterization of Subgroup 5* two examples
will be given.

The first emotion by stimulus description is

for an anger judgment of a pair of faces where the face on the
left contains the angry forehead and angry eyes and the face
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on the right contains the neutral forehead and eyes.

It can

be seen that Subgroups 1, 2, 3 and k are not different from
each other in their extreme ratings whereas Subgroup 5 is
different from all of them.

This is consistent with the dis

tance data presented in Table 3 where it has been found that
Subgroup 5 is more distant from the other four subgroups than
these four subgroups are from each other.

For this example all

five subgroups selected the face on the left as expressing
more anger, but Subgroup 5 was much less extreme, being only
one scale unit away from a no dissimilarity judgment of 10.
The second emotion by stimulus description is for an
anger judgment where the face on the left contains the neutral
nose and angry mouth and the face on the right contains the
angry nose and neutral mouth regions.

Once again Subgroups 1,

2, 3 and 4 are not different from each other.

Subgroup 5 stands

out as different from all these groups in terms of being less
extreme in their judgment of the amount of anger expressed.
Further, Subgroups 1, 2, 3 and 4 selected the face on the left
to be more angry, whereas Subgroup 5 selected the face on the
right, but only by a small amount.
The first 12 stimulus pairs in Table 5 represent cases
in which Subgroup 5 is different from all the other groups.

In

nine of these twelve cases. Subgroup 5 is less extreme in their
judgments than the other four groups.

Subgroup 5 cannot simply

be characterized as less extreme in their judgments than the
other subgroups since in three cases they went to the extremes
relative to other subgroups.
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Subgroup 5 was frequently not different from Subgroup 4,
but different from Subgroups lf 2, and 3*

For example, in

Table 5, 18 through 21 are cases where Subgroup k and 5 are
different from Subgroups 1, 2, and 3* but are equal to each
other.

In all these cases Subgroups ^ and 5 are least extreme.

Further, in cases 22 through 2k, Subgroup 5 differs from Sub
groups 1, 2, and 3, but Subgroup k does not.

Once again, for

these stimulus face pairs, Subgroup 5 is least extreme relative
to the other subgroups in their judgments.
For cases 25 through 31» Subgroup 5 does differ from
Subgroup k, but does not differ from Subgroups 1, 2, and 3*

For

cases 32 through k5, Subgroup 5 differs from at least one other
subgroup and is in an absolute sense (not in significant terms)
either the most or least extreme of the groups.
A characterization of Subgroup 5 on the basis of Table
5 shows that when this subgroup makes anger judgments for anger
stimuli their dissimilarity ratings are not extreme.

When

this subgroup makes anger judgments for pleasure stimuli, how
ever, their dissimilarity ratings are more extreme than other
subgroups for certain stimulus pairings.

What appears to be

happening in terms of the regions utilized for Subgroup 5 is
that the mouth is the dominant region and almost exclusively
so for pleasure stimuli.

When the pleasure mouth is not pre

sent, Subgroup 5 usually does not make a discrimination and
gives dissimilarity ratings close to ten (the neutral point of
no difference).

Subgroup 5 thus attends primarily to the

pleasure mouth.

When the pleasure mouth is not present, Sub

group 5 utilizes the pleasure nose in a manner consistent with
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the way they utilize the pleasure mouth, but not to the same
extent as the pleasure mouth.

Furthermore, Subgroup 5 does

not make extreme judgments on pleasure or anger when the
pleasure mouth or nose is not present.
Several examples from Table 5 will serve to illustrate
the characterization of Subgroup 5»

Case 8 shows that this

subgroup has selected the face on the right to be more angry
by a large degree and is the most significant extreme rating.
The pleasure nose is on the left which indicates that face to
be highly pleasureful and thus the selection of the face on
the right as angrier.

This case serves to illustrate for Sub

group 5 the rule of attention to the pleasure nose to index or
indicate non-anger.
Case 12 illustrates that the pleasure mouth is dominant
over the pleasure nose.

The pleasure mouth is on the left and

the judgment is on anger so that Subgroup 5 selected the face
on the right with the pleasure nose as more angry.

This judgment

by Subgroup 5 is the most significantly extreme of all the sub
groups.

Relative to the highly pleasureful mouth, Subgroup 5

rates the neutral mouth as very angry.
Case 17 illustrates the advantage of the interposing
of regions technique.

This procedure pits the pleasure nose

against the pleasure eyes.

Subgroup 5 selected the face on

the left with the pleasure nose as showing more pleasure than
the pleasure eyes.

This is consonant with the rule that Sub

group 5 attends to the pleasure mouth and nose only.

If these

regions (Pn vs. PE) had not been interposed Subgroups 4 and 5
would have emerged with the same rating and it would not have
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been possible to determine what rule was operating for this
case.
Case 18 illustrates that Subgroup 5 does not differ
entiate between the anger and neutral mouth as they do the
pleasure and neutral mouth.

Subgroup 5's dissimilarity judgment

for this case is least extreme indicating that they do not use
the anger mouth vs. neutral mouth distinction even when judging
anger.

Thus when a pleasure nose or mouth is not present, Sub

group 5 does not judge the faces to be very different on the
emotion judged.

Appendix E presents the mean obtained dissimilarity
judgments for each of the 5 subgroups for all combinations of
emotion judged and stimulus pairs.

The master code for equating

Table 5's mean obtained dissimilarity judgments with Appendix
E's mean obtained dissimilarity judgments is presented in
Appendix F.

Notice for case 8 in Table 5 that Subgroup 5 is

most extreme in its anger judgment for the pleasure stimuli.
Next, examine the same stimulus pair but for the pleasure
judgment to determine how Subgroup 5 performed.
indicates that case 8 under "Table 5#" is B-^C^q .

Appendix F
Thus, to

compare the subgroups on this stimulus pairing, we look in
Appendix E in the B2Cg0 heading.

It can be seen that all sub

groups' selections are somewhat extreme favoring the stimulus
face on the left as more pleasureful.

Subgroup 5. more than

the other groups, were extreme in both pleasure and anger
ratings.
Whether judging pleasure or anger, Subgroup 5 stays with
the pleasure mouth or pleasure nose (when the pleasure mouth is
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not present).

An examination of Appendix E for the same

stimulus pairings as in Table 5, but for judgments of pleasure
instead of anger indicates the degree to which the pleasure
mouth played a central role regardless of the emotion judged.
Specifically, Subgroup 5 attended to the same region for
judging both emotions.

For anger judgments on pleasure mouth

or nose stimuli, Subgroup 5 is extreme, whereas Subgroups 1,
2, and 3 are not so extreme.

An examination of the same

pleasure stimulus pairs for pleasure rather than anger using
Appendix E in conjunction with Table 5 indicates that Subgroup
5 is making pleasure judgments which are essentially the in
verse of the singer judgments.

Subgroups 1, 2, and 3 are not

making as an extreme a judgment in the opposite direction for
anger.

Cases 30 through 45 serve to corroborate the rules
discussed for characterizing Subgroup 5*

In these cases when

Subgroup 5 is different from any of the other subgroups it is
in terms of their attention to the pleasure mouth or to the
pleasure nose when the pleasure mouth is not present.
Subgroup 4 appears to attend primarily to the eyes
region, and especially to the pleasure eyes.

A characteriza

tion of Subgroup 4 shows these Ss to be different from Sub
groups 1, 2, 3. and 5 for cases 13 through 17 in Table 5*

In

these cases Subgroup 4 is either most extreme in its judgments
or most neutral.

In cases 25 through 31 of Table 5, Subgroup

4 differed from Subgroup 5 and was either most extreme or most
neutral in absolute terms.
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Several examples illustrate Subgroup 4's attention to
pleasure eyes.
for anger.

For case 14 the stimulus pair is to be judged

Subgroup 4 is significantly most extreme and

selected the face on the left, whereas the other four sub
groups were much less extreme and tended to select the face on
the right.

It appears that for Subgroup 4, the anger eyes are

attended to and are not counterbalanced by the anger mouth,
anger nose or their combination.

On the other hand, the anger

mouth and anger nose in combination more than counterbalance
the weight of the anger eyes for the other four subgroups.
In case 15 for anger judgments Subgroup 4 is least
extreme than the other subgroups in their judgments for the
face on the right.

There may be varying reasons why Subgroups

1, 2, 3. and 5» for this complex stimulus pairing selected the
face on the right for this complex stimulus pairing.

For

example, Subgroup 5 could have attended to the pleasure mouth
in the left face and thus judged the face on the right to be
more angry.

While interactions between regions could also

account for any subgroup's extreme judgments, Subgroup 4
appears to have attended to the pleasure eyes, thereby modifying
the effect of the interactions on their judgments.

Subgroup 4

reliably judged pleasure eye faces to be less angry than did
other subgroups.
Upon examining case 16 for pleasure judgments it can be
noted that Subgroup 4 is least extreme in selecting the face on
the right as more pleasureful.

Varying reasons could again

account for Subgroup 1, 2, 3. and 5's extreme judgments.

For

example, Subgroup 5 could be attending to the pleasure mouth
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or interactions between regions could be accounting for these
judgments by Subgroups 1, 2, and 3*

Subgroup 4 appears to

have attended to the pleasure eyes in the face on the left
which modified the extremeness of their judgment for the face
on the right as more pleasureful.
For cases 18, 23, and 2? in Table 5 there is evidence
that the mouth region is not important for Subgroup 4 and it
is this which makes them different from the other groups in
these examples.

For example, in case 23 the pair of faces are

to be judged for anger.

Subgroup 4 is least extreme in an

absolute sense, not appearing to make a discrimination between
the anger mouth and the neutral mouth as do the other subgroups.
In the absence of the pleasure eyes to attend to Subgroup 4
typically gives a non-extreme dissimilarity rating.
For cases 26, 28, 39. and 41 there is evidence that
the pleasure eyes modify the Subgroup 4 judgments of the amount
of anger.

For example in case.26, where pleasure stimuli are

to be judged for anger, Subgroup 4 is least extreme in an
absolute sense in selecting the face on the left.

Subgroups

1, 2, 3. and 5 are more extreme in their rating of the face on
the left for the amount of singer expressed.

While there may

again be varying reasons for Subgroups 1, 2, 3. and 5 selecting
the face on the left, Subgroup 4 in attending to the pleasure
eyes in the face on the left does not go as extreme in judging
that face as suigry.
Cases 29, 47, and 48 show how the pleasure eyes for
pleasure judgments are strongly attended to by Subgroup 4.
Its judgment is more extreme relative to the other subgroups
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for the face containing the pleasure eyes.

For example, case

29 shows all groups selecting the face on the right with the
pleasure eyes as showing more pleasure, but Subgroup V s
rating is most extreme.
For cases 30 and 31 the pleasure eyes inhibit Subgroup
4 from making a pleasure response to the opposite stimulus
face compared to other subgroups.

Thus, in both cases Sub

group V s responses are less extreme in an absolute sense
relative to the other subgroups.
In cases 36 and 38 there is evidence that the pleasure
nose, neutral mouth combination does not affect the anger
judgments for Subgroup 4 as it does for Subgroup 5*

Since

Subgroup 4 attends primarily to the eyes, and there are no
eyes present in either of these cases, its judgments are less
extreme in an absolute sense.
Cases 19 and 20 present examples where Subgroups 4 and
5 are alike but different from Subgroups 1, 2, and 3 on anger
stimuli for anger judgments.

The interesting point here is

that the rules for Subgroups 4 and 5 are consistent within
this example with what has been already stated.

However, the

different rules for these subgroups led to similar judgments.
Both Subgroups 4 and 5 are significantly less extreme than the
other three subgroups.

The absence of the pleasure mouth and

the pleasure eyes for Subgroups 5 and 4 respectively, results
in a minimal dissimilarity judgment.
The available evidence for Subgroup 3 suggests that
they attend to the mouth when judging anger and especially the
anger mouth.

If the anger mouth is not present, Subgroup 3
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Ss makes extreme judgments on the basis of relying on other
regions.

For pleasure judgments, Subgroup 3 relies on the

mouth, but if the pleasure mouth is not present they still
give extreme judgments by utilizing other regions.

Thus for

both anger and pleasure judgments Subgroup 3 Ss rely on the
mouth, but if the mouth is not present they make judgments
based on information from other regions.
Case 1 from Table 5 suggests that Subgroup 3 can make
extreme anger judgments when the anger mouth is not present.
In this case Subgroup 3 is most extreme in an absolute sense
and appears to be relying on the anger eyes.

Refer to Appendix

E for pleasure judgments for the 45th case to see that when
this same pair is judged for pleasure, Subgroup 3 makes an
extreme rating showing they can rely on the pleasure eyes
when the pleasure mouth is not present.
Consider case 49 in which Subgroup 3 is significantly
less extreme than all the other subgroups when making an anger
judgment without the mouth region present for the pleasure
stimulus face.

Referring to Appendix E for case 49 and the

pleasure judgment for the same stimulus pairing (using master
cose Appendix F) reveals that the absence of the mouth region
did not hinder Subgroup 3 from making an extreme pleasure
judgment.

There were no significant differences between the

five subgroups in their judgments, all being extreme for the
face on the right.

Cases 18 and 23 also present evidence

suggesting an attention to the mouth when judging anger.

In

each of these two cases Subgroup 3 was extreme in the absolute
sense with regard to Subgroups 2 and 1 and significantly
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different from Subgroups 4 and 5.

In both cases, attention

to the anger mouth for anger judgments is most characteristic
of Subgroup 3.
Case 51 for anger judgments on anger stimuli, even
though confounded by all four regions being present, suggests
that Subgroup 3's attent ion to the anger mouth far exceeds
that for Subgroups 4 and 5 since Subgroup 3*s judgment is
significantly more extreme than that for Subgroups k and 5*
Case 52 pits the anger eye region against the anger
mouth region for an anger judgment on anger stimuli.

The

evidence shows that while the anger eye results in less
extreme ratings for all subgroups. Subgroup 3 maintains the
most extreme absolute rating in the direction of the anger
mouth.
Case 53 shows a comparison between pleasure stimuli
for anger judgments.

Again, when the anger mouth region is

absent for anger judgments, Subgroup 3 is neutral and signifi
cantly less extreme than Subgroups 1, 2, and 5*

It is of

value to note that Subgroup 4 is not extreme compared to Sub
groups 1, 2, and 5 and to see that the pleasure eyes are
missing.

Further, Subgroup 5 ’s judgment is extreme (the most

extreme absolutely) in selecting the face on the left for
anger.

The pleasure nose was present for the face on the

right.

This case suggests the consistency of the rules for

characterizing Subgroups 3.

and 5.

As a final example, case 55 shows that there is a lack
of attention to the pleasure stimuli for anger judgments
indicating the importance of the angry mouth for Subgroup 3.
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Notice for case 55 that Subgroup 3's judgment is less extreme
in an absolute sense from all other subgroups.
Subgroup 2 is not characterized by extreme performances,
nor by many non-dissimilar ratings.
paid to both the eyes and mouth.

Specific attention is

When these are combined their

effects appear additive and when pitted against each other
they appear subtractive.

Subgroup 2 is also characterized by

their tendency to use the same regions in making pleasure and
anger judgments.

There is also evidence of attention to the

nose and mouth with additive and subtractive relations.

The

correlation for group 2 between obtained anger and obtained
pleasure dissimilarity judgments was -.92, which supports the
above.
In cases 2, 18, and 22 in Table 5, Subgroup 2 judged
the anger mouth more angry than the neutral mouth.

For cases

2 and 22 Subgroup 2 was most extreme in an absolute sense in
selecting the face containing the anger mouth.
In cases 7, 10, and 50 Subgroup 2 judged anger stimuli
for anger.

In all cases Subgroup 2 judged the anger eyes and

anger mouth to be more angry than the neutral eyes or mouth.
It appears that additivity for the additive component is
operating.

It is of value to note that for these cases Subgroup

2 is in most contrast with Subgroup 5 which is least extreme
on all three cases.

In cases 13 and 25 the anger eyes are pitted against
the anger mouth for judgments of anger.

In both cases the anger

mouth and anger eyes appear to cancel each other with a slight
bias in the direction of the anger eyes.

This evidence suggests
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the subtractive component of additivity for Subgroup 2.
Case 40 appears to provide support for the suggestion
that the pleasure eyes and pleasure mouth work in a more
additive fashion for Subgroup 2 than for the other subgroups.
Subgroup 2 is least extreme in picking the pleasure eyes,
neutral mouth as more angry than the neutral eyes, pleasure
mouth.
In cases 59» 60, and 62 Subgroup 2 is the most extreme
in an absolute sense in judging the anger eyes, anger mouth
as less pleasureful than the neutral eyes, neutral mouth.
These cases add further support for the additive rule of
combination operating for Subgroup 2.

It is of value to note

that the correlation between predicted (based on additivity)
and obtained dissimilarity judgments for group 2 was .78.

This

was the highest correlation across all groups between pre
dicted and obtained values.
Attention to the mouth and specifically the pleasure
mouth (but not with an extreme weight) is suggested in case 45
where Subgroup 2 is apparently paying attention to the pleasure
mouth, but is least extreme absolutely compared to the other
subgroups.
Attention to the mouth and specifically the anger
mouth vs. neutral mouth is demonstrated in cases 42 and 57 for
Subgroup 2 where the neutral mouth is judged more pleasureful
than the anger mouth, but the judged value is not high.
Much like Subgroup 2, Subgroup 1 is not often very
extreme but does not give many judgments about the neutral
point (i.e., dissimilarity judgment of 10).

For example,
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consider cases 8, 21, and 26 in Table 5*
pleasure stimuli are judged for anger.

In these cases the
It appears that the

combination of pleasure eyes, neutral nose in these three
cases leads to a judgment of more anger in that face of the
pair.

This combination results in a somewhat more extreme

anger response for Subgroup 1 than for Subgroup 2 (e.g., case
8).

Except for this combination, Subgroup 2 is generally a bit

more extreme than Subgroup 1.
For Subgroup 1 the mouth appears to be important for
pleasure judgments.

Notice that for cases 31 and 45, Subgroup

l*s rating of the face containing the pleasure mouth indicates
that the mouth was important, if not critical.

Case 43 suggests a non-extreme additive relation
between the anger eyes, nose and mouth.

Subgroup 1 appears

to be like Subgroup 2 in giving additive judgments between the
nose, eyes, and mouth, but not extreme ratings.

It is of

value to note that for this subgroup the correlation between
predicted and obtained dissimilarity judgments was .76.

This

was the second largest correlation for the five subgroups.
For Subgroup 1, pleasure ratings are generally not
very intense or extreme relative to the other subgroups.

Thus,

anger judgments as well as pleasure judgments are not extreme.
Inversions exist for Subgroup 1, but not at the extremes.

For

cases 57, 58, 61, and 62 there is evidence that the eyes and
mouth are operating as with Subgroup 2.

For example, in case

57* the anger mouth is seen as less pleasureful than the
neutral mouth.

For case 58 the anger eyes, anger mouth face

is seen as less pleasureful than the neutral eyes, neutral
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mouth face.
The search for Individual difference variables which
differentially characterize the subgroups was limited to
measures obtained from the Thorndike Dimensions of Temperament
Schedule (TDOT).

Data based on the 10 scales of the TDOT

were first factor analyzed to obtain independent scale factors
or personality dimensions.

For this purpose a principle com

ponents analysis with a varimax rotation of the 10 scales was
performed.

Four factors were produced based on the criterion

of having eigenvalues greater than one.

These four factors

together accounted for 66 percent of the total variance.
Factors 1 through k accounted for .20, .19, .17* and .10 of
the variance respectively.
Table 6 presents the rotated factor loadings of each
of the 10 scales on the four factors.

Insert Table 6 about here

The Responsible scale (dependable, reliable, certain
to complete tasks on time) can be seen to have the highest
loading on the first factor with the Impulsive scale (care
free, happy-go-lucky) loading high but with a negative value.
The first factor is a bipolar one to be called here the
Responsible vs. Impulsive dimension.

The Accepting scale of

the TDOT (tends to think the best of people, to accept them
at face value) loads highest with a negative value on the
second factor along with the Placid scale (even-tempered, easy
going) which loads negative, also.

The Ascendent scale
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TABLE 6

Rotated Factor Loadings
of each of the 10 Scales on the Four Factor

1

Scales

Factors
2
3

4

-.08

.07

.01

.90

Ascendant

-.23

.66

.45

.09

Cheerful

-.04

-.18

.86

.06

.00

-.70

.32

-.17

-.16

-.74

-.01

.09

.05

.20

00
O-

-.07

Reflective

-.60

.17

-.03

-.47

Impulsive

-.70

.28

-.11

.07

-.17

-.04

-.07

-.12

Placid
Accepting
Tough-minded

Active

•

00

.38

Responsible

.82

.14

•

Sociable
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(likes to be in the center of the stage, to speak in public)
loads positively on this factor and helps to create the Accept
ing, Placid vs. Ascendant bipolar factor.

For the third factor,

the Cheerful scale loads highest (seems to feel generally well
and happy, accepted by others) followed closely by the Toughminded scale (enjoys sports, roughing it, and the out-of-doors).
This factor will be called here the Cheerful vs. Moody and
Sensitive bipolar factor.

The Sociable scale (likes to be with

other people) has the highest rotated factor loading for the
fourth factor and is to be called here the Sociability factor
or dimension.
To determine which, if any, of the four personality
dimensions differentiate subgroups formed on the basis of the
scaling data, four one-way unweighted means analyses of variance
were performed.

The personality factor scores from the factor

analysis of the TDOT served as the dependent measure and the
five scaling subgroups as the independent variable.

While none

of the F values reached significance, the variances for two of
the subgroups on specified personality factors were extremely
small and homogeneous.

Table 7 presents the means, variances

and Fmax for each subgroup by personality factor.

Insert Table 7 about here

It can be seen that while the means are not very
different from each other, violations of homogeneity of variance
shows Subgroups 4 and 5 to be quite homogeneous.

The small

variance would be expected on a personality factor if a group
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were homogeneous on it.

Subgroup k showed homogeneity on the

fourth personality factor and Subgroup 5 demonstrated homo
geneity on the third personality factor.

It should be noted

that Subgroup b was made up of three Ss and Subgroup 5 of
four Ss.

For these two personality factors an Fmax test on

the group variance demonstrated a significant violation of
homogeneity of variance.

An inspection of Table 7 clearly

shows that the small variance for Subgroup 4 on personality
factor ^ and for Subgroup 5 on personality factor 3 led to
this assumption violation.

The indication is that these two

subgroups make a very similar response on the personality
factors specified, however, their response is not extreme rela
tive to the other subgroups.
Based on an examination of Appendix D, four major
findings emerge which serve to further characterize the sub
groups.

The first finding pertains primarily to an inter

action between the pleasure eyes with the neutral mouth.

This

combination looks less pleasureful and more angry to Subgroups
1, 2, and 3 due to a strong interaction with these regions.
It should be noted that in cases where Subgroups 1, 2, and 3
attended to the interaction between the pleasure eyes with the
neutral mouth that discrepancies between predicted and obtained
judgments from Appendix D were above six scale units.
Case 28 (the 78th stimulus pair judged for singer in
Appendix D) in Table 5 shows that for judging anger, Subgroups
1, 2, and 3 saw the pleasure eyes with the neutral mouth as
quite angry as evidenced by their extreme ratings.

Subgroups

1, 2, and 3 saw the pleasure eyes with the neutral mouth as
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angrier than was predicted based on additivity.

Table 5 cases

15» 16, 31, 37, and 40 (71st stimulus pair judged for anger,
78th pair judged for pleasure, 71st pair judged for anger,
64th and 76th pairs judged for aunger from Appendix D) all serve
to indicate that the pleasure eyes with the neutral mouth is
rated having more anger than predicted or less extreme pleasure
than predicted.
The second major finding pertains primarily to an
interaction for Subgroup 5*

The largest predicted versus ob

tained discrepancies occur when judging pleasure or anger and
the pleasure mouth is involved with any other region.

The

interaction specifies that when the pleasure mouth is present
it yields more extreme ratings with other regions present thain
predicted.

Other regions do not influence the ratings of Sub

group 5 except that more regions present leads to more extreme
ratings based on the pleasure mouth versus the neutral mouth
alone.

Thus, neither the arrangement of regions nor the

specific regions present beside the pleasure mouth is important.
What matters is that additional regions increase the importance
of the pleasure mouth for Subgroup 5.
Consider Table 5 case 41 (80th stimulus pair judged
for anger from Appendix D) for the anger judgment made.

Notice

that Subgroup 5 has a discrepancy of 8.1, while thfe other sub
groups are not nearly as discrepant.

This case in Table 5

(#41) shows that Subgroup 5 gives an extreme rating for anger
to the face with the neutral mouth.

This shows that the neutral

mouth is more angry than the pleasure mouth and that this effect
becomes extreme as extra regions are added.

It is of value to
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note that the other subgroups are not as discrepant in this
case where the neutral eyes with the neutral mouth are paired
against the pleasure eyes with the pleasure mouth.

This suggests

that Subgroup 5 is not discrepant because of an interaction of
the pleasure eyes with the neutral mouth, but rather bases
their judgments almost exclusively on the pleasure mouth with
the extremeness of the judgments increasing with the addition
of an additional region or regions.
Table 5 case J6 (56th stimulus pair judged for anger
from Appendix D) shows once again that Subgroup 5 has the
largest discrepancy.

The pleasure nose with the neutral mouth

is seen as expressing more anger than predicted.

Additivity

would predict a much less extreme rating since the pleasure
nose is pitted against the pleasure mouth.

Cases 39 and 12

from Table 5 (72nd and 77th stimulus pair judged for anger from
Appendix D) also demonstrate that the pleasure mouth leads to
more extreme ratings when more than one region is present, than
when only the pleasure is present.
The third finding pertains to an interaction operating
for Subgroup 4.

Subgroup 4 is much like Subgroup 5 in not being

as susceptible to the pleasure eyes with the neutral mouth
interaction, but using primarily one region and making more
extreme ratings based on that one region when other regions are
added.
For Table 5 case 32 (6th stimulus pair judged for anger
from Appendix D) notice that Subgroup 4 has the largest dis
crepancy from predicted.

This case shows that Subgroup V s

anger judgments for the neutral forehead with the anger eyes
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is quite extreme.

In this case it is the attention to the eyes

which acquires more importance when there are other regions
present.
For case 15 (71st stimulus pair judged for anger in
Appendix D) the discrepancies are large for all subgroups, but
Subgroup k.

The combination of the pleasure eyes with the

neutral mouth is seen as expressing much more anger than pre
dicted for all subgroups except Subgroup k who attended to the
eyes and therefore did not attend to the pleasure eyes with the
neutral mouth interaction in the same extreme way as Subgroups
1, 2, and 3 reliably did.

The pleasure eyes in this case, with

the other regions, had enough weight to make Subgroup V s rating
significantly less extreme than the other four subgroups.
Table 5 cases 33» V ,

30, 3 and 6 (12th pair judged

for anger, V h pair judged for anger, 59th pair judged for
pleasure, 20th and 28th stimulus pairs judged for anger from
Appendix D) serve to further support the type of interaction
described for Subgroup V
It thus appears that while discrepancies are large,
in many cases for Subgroups 1 through 5 showing that interactions
are ongoing, the nature of these interactions are different for
Subgroups 1, 2, and 3 than they are for Subgroups k and 5*

Sub

groups 1, 2, and 3 give extreme ratings when the pleasure eyes
are with the neutral mouth, more extreme than predicted for
anger judgments and less extreme than predicted for pleasure
judgments.

Subgroups 4 and 5 attend less to the pleasure eyes

with the neutral mouth interaction and more to the eyes and
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mouth respectively, with extreme judgments with more regions
present.
The fourth major finding pertains to some large pre
dicted versus obtained discrepancies for all subgroups which
were related to scale problems where the predicted dissimilari
ties were beyond what the scale permitted for the obtained
dissimilarities.
Table 5 case 9 (3^th stimulus pair to be judged for
anger from Appendix D) had the anger eyes, mouth, and nose
yielding a predicted dissimilarity rating more than 10 scale
units.

Since the total judgment could not be as extreme as

predictions indicate, the large discrepancies are due to scale
problems.
emerged.

There are only a few cases where a scale problem
This further demonstrates the value of interchanging

regions.
Thus, in summary, five subgroups were isolated and
differentially characterized in terms of the scaling data.

The

H-group procedure was quite appropriate for forming homogeneous
subgroups within the individual differences approach taken.
The personality factors indicate potential utility in serving
to characterize the differing points of view.
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TABLE 7
Means and Variances for Each Scaling Subgroup
by Each Personality Factor

Scaling
Subgroups

F1
X

-.57

.03

1.29

-.18

.56

.17

.49

1.29

1.04

.23

-.89

1.32

1.02

1.39

.93

1.54

.17

.04

rv

00
00•
1.80

»—i
0

.22

.88

•

r'v

33*

00

♦significant .01

6.70

.81 -.46

CVJ

1.67

.

.90

rH

-.10

00

.83

■d-

-.2?

1.06

1

FMax

.20

•

G5

1.25

i

g4

-.19

00•

G3

.83

VO

G2

.06

62

*
O.

G1

6l

Personality Factors
F2
F3
X
X
ir 1

180*
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IV.

DISCUSSION

The present research findings have demonstrated a
high degree of communality in Ss' judgments of pleasure and
anger.

Further, the high negative correlations between anger

and pleasure judgments suggest these two represented opposite
ends of the bipolar pleasure-displeasure dimension.

Much of

the earlier literature (Schlosberg, 19^1, 1952, 195*M Osgood,
1955? Engen and Levy, 1956? Engen, Levy, and Schlosberg, 19571958? Nummenmaa and Kauranne, 1958? Triandis and Lambert, 1958?
Kauranne, I960; Abelson and Sermat, 1962; and Frijda and
Philipszoan, 1963) has shown that Ss can judge facial express
ions quite consistently for pleasure and displeasure.

Schlosberg

(1952, 195*0 in particular showed high interjudge reliability
of facial expressions for the pleasant-unpleasant dimension.
Utilizing different posers, different types of facial stimuli,
different tasks and procedures, in general, the first extract
ed dimension has been pleasure-displeasure.

Considering the

averaged performance of all Ss in the present study, this
general finding has again been replicated.
A recurring issue in the judgment-of-emotion literature
is whether emotions should be considered as primary categories
or bipolar dimensions (Ekman et al., 1971? Izard, 1971)*

Pre

sent results support the contention that pleasure and anger
create a bipolar dimension or factor.

This fits with much of

the literature which shows the pleasant-unpleasant continuum to
be a bipolar dimension.

While the present research supports the

dimensionalist view for pleasure and anger, that finding by
no means rules out the primary category perspective on judging
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human emotion for the judgment of a larger number of emotion
categories with a wider range of emotion intensities.

Ekman

et al. (1971) review these primary category and dimensionalist
perspectives on human emotion.
Despite utilizing high intensity expressions for both
pleasure and anger, which maximize the communality in Ss
judgments, the individual differences model has been demonstra
ted as viable.

It is believed that this individual differences

approach becomes increasingly important as finer expression
categories are considered and as the intensity of the intended
expression is diminished.

In order to insure S discriminability

between the pairs of face stimuli with regional interposing
high intensity expressions were selected.

Further, there was

a limited number of initial photographs for stimulus pairings.
These two factors appear to have led to a high degree of
communality in all Ss' judgments across many of the 160 judgment
trials.

Despite this communality on a large proportion of

stimulus pairings, the individual differences approach suggested
that there were a number of different "points of view" with re
gard to a smaller subset of stimulus pairs.

The procedure for

face photograph sectioning and pairing permitted a differential
characterization of these groups in terms of regional utility
and models for combining regional information.
The differential characterization of the subgroups on
the basis of the four personality factors produced no clear-cut
relationships between personality factor differences and emotion
dissimilarity judgments.

However, two of the factors suggest

themselves as candidates for further exploration.

Specifically,
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the cheerful vs. moody and sensitive factor and the Sociability
factor are of interest because of the homogeneous scoring on
these by Subgroups 5 and 4 respectively.

The size of these

subgroups and the non-extreme performance on these personality
factors by these subgroups make any definitive conclusions pre
mature.

Further work relating these factors to emotion judgments

must include a search for curvilinear as well as linear functions.
Early findings (Frois-Wittman, 1930; Hanawalt, 1942,
1944 j and Coleman, 1949) concluded that the eyes region is of
most importance for judgments of some emotional expressions and
the mouth for others.

Present results indicate that this earlier

finding must be qualified by the particular homogeneous subgroup
of Ss involved as shown by the significant Subgroups by Emotion
judged by Stimulus combination (ABC) interaction in Table 4.
This finding serves as a possible explanation for why early
researchers (e.g., Buzby, 1924, and Dunlap, 1927) reported con
flicting results with reference to whether the upper or lower
part of the face was most important.

For example, present re

sults suggest that for Subgroup 5 the mouth region is most
important and for Subgroup 4 the eyes region.
both the eyes and mouth regions were utilized.

For Subgroup 2
Subgroups 1, 2,

and 3 were all affected by the interaction between the eyes and
mouth regions for pleasure and anger judgments.

It appears that

individual differences was a confounding factor in these early
studies.
One of the early issues in the literature on emotion
was whether observers could accurately identify the emotion
expressed in facial expressions.

Some argued that it could not
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be done successfully (e.g., Fernberger, 1928, and Landis, 1929)
while others argued that it could (e.g., Munn, 19^0).

Re

sults of the current research suggest that at least part of
the contradictory findings could be a result of individual
differences existing in the data of these researchers.

For

example. Subgroup 5 Ss could not accurately judge anger
stimuli for anger judgments, whereas Subgroup 3 Ss could.

The

indication is that for some subgroups the recognition of cer
tain specified emotions from facial expressions is difficult,
whereas for other subgroups it is not.

Of importance is that

the issue of the recognition of emotion must be qualified by
the emotion judged and the specific group of processors doing
the judging.
Schlosberg (19^1* 1952, 195*0 demonstrated that Ss
could quite reliably judge a series of facial expressions on
a pleasant-unpleasant dimension.

The present findings generally

lend support to this position showing high correlations between
all Ss in their judgments of pleasure and anger.

Further, sub

groups of Ss were much more alike in judging the amount of
pleasure expressed than anger.

This is reflected in the larger

number of significant simple-simple main effects for anger
judgments than for pleasure judgments.

The overall high

communality in the pleasure and anger judgments for all Ss
suggests, as earlier research has demonstrated, that any model
of the identification of human emotion must consider the pleasureunpleasure continuum as an important one in accounting for
variability in Ss judgments of facial expressions for emotion.
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Some researchers (e.g., Kauranne, 1960j and Abelson
and Sermat, 1962) found that two of Schlosberg's three dimen
sions (attention-rejection and sleep-tension) were not ortho
gonal but correlated.

Further, many studies done to determine

the multidimensional emotional space underlying Ss judgments
of facial expressions indicated a variety of different dimen
sions of emotion existing for facial expression judgment (e.g.,
Shepard, 1963j Osgood, 1955» and Frijda and Philipszoan, 1969).
The present findings suggest that the variable and inconsistent
findings with regard to the nature of the underlying dimensional
space may be due to E's collapsing across heterogeneous sub
groups of Ss.

It could be, for example, that different groups

of Ss make use of different dimensions and further that for
some subgroups of Ss these dimensions may be correlated and for
others they may not.

The dimensional space operating may be

different for different sets of information processors.

The

present paradigm would suggest that it would be valuable to
determine what the physical dimensions were that were function
ally related to the varying emotions.
Nummenmaa (1964) introduced "the differential use of
regions hypothesis".

He felt that differing regions of the

face could express differing emotions.

Ekman et al. (1971)

developed a technique (FAST) to aid in characterizing the facial
units that allowed Ss to make differential judgments between
various emotions.

The present findings support the contention

that different regions of the face have differential utility
for identifying varying emotions, but suggest that this must
be qualified by the specific group of homogeneous Ss or informa-

tion processors being studied.

This suggests that potentially

accountable variability exists in the individual differences
on the basis of what regions are attended to and how that re
gional information is combined.

For example, the present find

ings suggest that Subgroup 5 attends to the pleasure mouth for
pleasure and anger judgments and that Subgroup 4 attends to the
eyes (especially for pleasure judgments).

Both of these sub

groups appear to make increasingly extreme ratings on the basis
of the one region attended to as more regions of the face are
present.

On the other hand, Subgroups 1 and 2 attend to both

the eyes and mouth.

While they typically combine information

from these regions in an additive way, the combination of
pleasure eyes with a neutral mouth consistently results in a
violation of the additivity rule.

Subgroup 3 also demonstrates

a non-additive response to this combination.

Further, Subgroup

3 appears to attend to the mouth for judgments of anger and
pleasure, but if the mouth is not present will rely on the eyes
for making judgments.
Present results suggest the importance of the individual
differences point of view analysis of scaling data.

These find

ings are consistent with the works of Tucker and Messick (1963)#
Forsyth and Brown (1968), Silver et al. (1966), Richards (1972),
Forsyth (1973). and Forsyth and Shor (197*0.

While, for example,

Subgroup 5 is small, if their "point of view" had not been taken
into account, but rather averaged in with all Ss, valuable
information about a type of real face information processor
would have been lost.
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Findings support the contentions of Carroll and Chang's
(1969) theme that one must determine the similarities between
"points of view" as well as the differences.

The communality

between subgroups can serve to aid in characterizing them as
well as their differences.

For example, Subgroups 1 and 2

share in common an additive way of combining regions for most
judgments, an interactive combination rule for pleasure eyes
and neutral mouth, and giving non-extreme judgments in general.
The present data with the high communality on both the pleasure
and anger judgments makes clear the concern for communality as
well as differences.

A complete characterization should involve

both similarities and differences.
The characterization of subgroups on the basis of the
real face scaling tasks suggest some clear findings for the
five homogeneous subgroups.

The characterization must be evalu

ated with caution because of the small number of Ss making up
Subgroups 3.

and 5*

The data suggest that Subgroup 5 pays attention pri
marily to the mouth and almost exclusively to the pleasure
mouth.

When these Ss are asked to make anger judgments for

anger stimuli they judge the stimuli to be the same.

If they do

not see the pleasure mouth, then they do not perceive a differ
ence between a pair of faces to be judged for anger.

It appears

that they do not perceive a difference between the angry and
neutral mouth, but attend only to the pleasure mouth.

If the

pleasure nose is present and the pleasure mouth is not, then the
pleasure nose is attended to and forms the basis for making
discriminations by Subgroup 5*

This suggests that if Subgroup
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5 cannot find the pleasure mouth it will seek out the pleasure
nose as a cue to information about the pleasure mouth and thus
to index the amount of pleasure or anger being expressed in that
particular face.

It is hypothesized that since the nose region

for pleasure contains the rising cheeks, it is this information
which serves to index the smiling mouth and thus the amount of
pleasure expressed.

This hypothesis is lent some credance by

the interposing of regions technique which allowed the pleasure
nose to be pitted against the pleasure mouth.

In these cases,

Subgroup 5 appeared to attend to the pleasure mouth and not the
pleasure nose.

In fact this comparison led to a more extreme

judgment based on the pleasure mouth than the mouth alone
judgment predicted.

This suggests that the pleasure mouth is

dominant and the pleasure nose is useful only when the mouth is
not available.

Thus, two interactive rules of combination

exist for Subgroup 5*

First, the pleasure nose is useful, but

only when the mouth is not present.

Second, the extremeness of

the pleasure or anger judgments to the pleasure mouth increases
as additional regions are added.
Subgroup 5 is thus characterized by its lack of use of
any region of the face other than the pleasure mouth.

These Ss

give extreme judgments of anger or pleasure to stimuli when
the pleasure mouth is present.

The face with the pleasure mouth

is judged to show more pleasure, while the face without the
pleasure mouth is selected as angrier.

This finding suggests

an attention to the same region despite the emotion being judged.
This could account for the high negative correlation for Subgroup
5 between obtained anger and pleasure dissimilarity judgments.
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Subgroup 5 seems to have a rigid inflexible strategy which
says when the pleasure mouth is present attend to it and use
it to form the basis of judgments regardless of whether the
judgment is for pleasure or anger.

Also, the more regions

present, the more extreme this judgment based on the pleasure
mouth.

Perhaps this is related to a greater confidence as face

becomes whole.

Furthermore, if the pleasure mouth is not

present (and the pleasure nose is not either). Subgroup 5's
strategy is to judge no difference.

They are a one region

attending type processor.
It is possible that Subgroup 5 Ss are attending only
to the curvature of the mouth and not to any other physical
feature.

From an examination of Figure 1 it can be seen that

the pleasure mouth and the neutral mouth are quite different
in their curvature of the mouth and thus possibly discriminate
on this basis.

Further, the angry and neutral mouths are not

different on the curvature of the mouth physical feature and
thus Subgroup 5 judges no difference.

Other subgroups could

discriminate between the angry and neutral mouth because of a
possible attention to other physical cues than curvature.

For

example, the depth of ridges below the mouth differentiates the
anger and neutral mouths.

The regional approach thus suggests

its utility as a means toward searching for the physical
features and dimensions on a way towards a psychophysics of
real face stimuli.

It can be hypothesized that different sub

groups of Ss are defined, in part, by an attent ion to differing
underlying physical dimensional spaces.
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Subgroup 4 Ss can be characterized by their attention
to the eyes and especially the pleasure eyes.

When this group

makes anger judgments for anger stimuli it is the angry eyes
that they rely on.

When Group k is asked to judge pleasure

stimuli for anger they rely on the pleasure eyes exclusively.
When Group 4 is asked to make pleasure judgments for pleasure
stimuli, the pleasure eyes determine their extreme judgments
in favor of the face with the pleasure eyes.

Further, the

extremeness of using the eye region for making singer or pleasure
judgments increases as more regions are shown with the eyes
region.
It is of value to note that when the pleasure eyes are
with the neutral mouth Subgroups 1, 2, 3. and to some extent 4
perceive this combination of regions to be angry and less
pleasureful.

Case 15 from Table 5 presents an exemplar pairing

of such a stimulus pairing.

To perceive the face on the left

as pleasureful and the face on the right as angry requires an
attention to higher-order information existing between these
two regions.

Thus, when asked to judge this pair for which is

more angry, attention to this interactive effect would lend
to extreme judgments for the pleasure eyes, neutral mouth face.
This is indeed what happens for Subgroups 1, 2, and 3.

Sub

group 4, however, attends primarily to the pleasure eyes which
modifies their judgment so that it is significantly different
from the other subgroups in being less extreme in perceiving
anger in the face on the right.

It is as if the Subgroup b Ss

asked "How could that face be very angry with those pleasure
eyes there?"

Case 16 makes the same point, but this time sub
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groups are making judgments for pleasure.

Attention to the

pleasure eyes by Subgroup 4 inhibits their being like the
other groups.

Further, attention to the pleasure eyes inhibits

Subgroup V s attent ion to the interaction between the pleasure
eyes and neutral mouth.

It appears that they attend to a lower-

order rather than higher-order relationship.

The point is

that a new dimension could derive from the interaction of the
regions, but that for Subgroup 4, attention to a specific re
gion may have prevented an interactive dimension from being
attended.

Like Subgroup 4, Subgroup 5 did not attend to this

pleasure eyes, neutral mouth interaction.
A further point of communality between Subgroups 4 and
5 is that while Subgroup 5 is rigid in its adherence to an
attention to the mouth (and the pleasure mouth in particular),
Subgroup 4 appears to adhere to an inflexible strategy in their
attention to the pleasure eyes.

Both give more extreme ratings

to their dominant region as other non-dominant regions are
added.
Subgroup 3 relies on the mouth for making anger and
pleasure judgments.

It was found that Subgroup 3 was always

extreme in judging the angry mouth to be more angry.

If the

angry mouth was not present, Subgroup 3 would utilize the
anger eyes.

If Subgroup 3 was asked to make a pleasure judgment

and the pleasure mouth was not present, they could rely on
other information (pleasure eyes) afforded in the face as
evidenced by their ability to make extreme judgments for
pleasure.

Subgroup 3 Ss appear to be able to shift what they

attend to from one judged expression to the next.

They do not
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appear to be characterized by an attention to the same region
from one emotion to the next, but rather appear to be able to
shift the strategy they adopt as the emotion to be judged is
changed.

A further example evidencing Subgroup 3*s flexibility

in being able to shift what they attend to is provided in case
54 of Table 5 .

In this case the pleasure mouth led the other

subgroups to an anger judgment in favor of the face with the
neutral mouth.

While Subgroup 3 goes extreme for the anger

mouth versus neutral mouth on anger judgments, they did not go
extreme in the opposite direction in seeing the pleasure mouth
as much less angry.

It is of value to note that this flexible

style of shifting what region or regions are attended to is in
marked contrast with Subgroup 5 which did not shift attention
away from the pleasure mouth and with Subgroup 4 which did not
shift away from an attention to the pleasure eyes.

In general,

the evidence strongly suggests that an attention to the angry
mouth by Subgroup 3 far exceeds that for Subgroups 4 and 5 .
Case 52 in Table 5 clearly shows that Subgroup 3 judges anger
on the basis of the angry mouth since they select the face with
the angry mouth as more angry.

What is particularly interest

ing in this case is that Subgroup 4 selects the opposing face
as angrier due to this face containing the angry eyes.
Subgroup 2 is characterized by a lack of extreme
judgments yet they do not make many not-dissimilar ratings.
The collection of many cases where Group 2 differed signifi
cantly from other groups indicated that these Ss did not limit
themselves to a single region for emphasis as appears to be
the case for Subgroups 4 and 5*

Also it appears that they
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tend to use the same regions in making pleasure and anger
judgments.

This conception is reinforced by the large -.92

correlation for Subgroup 2 between the obtained anger and ob
tained pleasure judgments.
The data suggest that Subgroup 2 pays specific
tion

to the eyes and mouth.

The pleasure eyes, neutral

atten
mouth

combination provided one major interactive method of combining
regional information for this subgroup along with Subgroups 1
and 3.

There is also evidence of attention by Subgroup 2 to

the nose with additive and subtractive components of additivity
existing for the eyes and mouth regions.
that

It should be noted

the interposing of regions procedure

allowed for afuller

test of additivity and in this way is useful in helping to
differentially characterize subgroups.

The pleasure eyes,

neutral mouth is an especially valuable finding relevant to the
recent emphasis on the differential use of regions hypothesis
(Nummenmaa, 1964).

In many cases in Table 5 regions pitted

against each other allowed the nature of the rules of combina
tion to emerge where they would not have been able to without
the interposing technique.
Subgroup 2 shares in common with Subgroups 4 and 5 an
attention to the same regions for judgments of pleasure and
anger.

They are different, however, in that Subgroups 4 and 5

attend to a single region only, whereas Subgroup 2 Ss appear
to use two and sometimes three regions.

All three of these

subgroups are different from Subgroup 3 on the basis of the
tendency of Subgroup 3 to shift what they attend to in a face.
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Subgroup 1 Ss are chiefly characterized by inversion
on both the pleasure and anger judgments, strongly suggesting
that these Ss treat pleasure and anger as two ends of a single
bipolar dimension.

Further, these inversions suggest that Sub

group 1 Ss tend to attend to the same regions for judgments of
pleasure and anger.

These findings are supported by the high

-.98 correlation between obtained anger and pleasure dissimilar
ity judgments which was the largest of these correlations for
all five subgroups.

Subgroup 1 Ss are further characterized

by being non-extreme in their judgments and in attending to the
eyes and mouth.

Subgroup 1 Ss are similar to Subgroup 2 Ss in

being non-extreme, attending to the mouth and eyes for both
pleasure and anger and in combining these regions in a non
extreme additive fashion.

They are also similar in their inter

active rule for judging pleasure eyes, neutral mouth.
The consistency of the applicability of the rules
which emerged to characterize subgroups lends support to the
individual differences model suggested in this research project.
Subgroup 3 is interesting in being the only group
which is flexible in shifting from what it attends to from one
emotion to the next.

They join Subgroups 1 and 2 in being

capable of making use of higher-order information when it exists
between regions of the face.

It appears that when dealing with

complex real face stimuli, interactions between regions do
exist, but that additivity does alsoj this depending upon the
particular homogeneous subgroup of Ss involved.

The present

findings suggest that while additivity might be an appropriate
model for schematic face stimuli (Tversky and Krantz, 1969j
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Forsyth and Shor, 197*0. for more complex stimulus domains a
more comprehensive predictive model might be required.

The

point is that interactions do matter and they aid in character
izing subgroups of Ss.

The nature of the stimulus (Garner,

1970, and Gibson, 1966) is important in an understanding of
what and how individuals process complex information.
The present findings suggest that the individual
differences problem for future research in facial communica
tion becomes increasingly important for more complex asthetic
judgments and more representative expressions of less inten
sity.

Richards (1972) suggests that the extent of individual

differences in cue utilization increases as the complexity of
the stimulus domain increases.

When Ss are asked to scale real

faces for social attraction or social desirability, for example,
individual differences will become an increasing focus of con
cern.

Individual differences methodologies are beginning to

obtain more widespread attention as evidenced by Robert
MacCallum's (197*0 Psychological Bulletin article in which he
discusses several individual differences models as they relate
to factor analytic and multidimensional scaling procedures.
The present research paradigm involves searching for
functional relations between individual differences scaling
subgroups and personality factors.

The general value of such

sin attempt is in terms of being able to predict auid differ
entially characterize different kinds of information processors.
The concern is to better understand how the perception of real
face stimuli relates to personality or cognitive factors srnd
whether or not any of these releveuit factors generalize in
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their descriptive and predictive value across a wide variety
of stimulus domains.
Any inferences drawn between the subgroups on the
basis of the scaling data and the personality factors (derived
from a factor analysis of the Thorndike Dimensions of Tempera
ment) must be guarded because the mean performances for all
subgroups on each personality factor were non-extreme.
While there were no significant differences between
the perceptual scaling subgroups on each of the four person
ality factors, the variances of Subgroup 4 on personality
factor 4 and of Subgroup 5 on personality factor 3 were
extremely small.

This indicates that these groups have a very

similar profile on those particular personality attributes
which can possibly be related to those personality factors'
capacity to differentiate between scaling subgroups.

Person

ality factor 4 is the Sociable dimension and factor 5 the cheer
ful vs. moody and withdrawn dimension.
Subgroup 4 Ss attended to the eyes for making judgments
of pleasure and anger and almost exclusively to the pleasure
eyes.

This group also did not appear to be able to attend to

the interactions between regions because of their attention to
the pleasure eyes.

These Ss had an average factor score of -.38

on the sociability dimension with minimum variability.

The

possible implication is that individuals who are not above
average in being sociable and caring about people have not
acquired the social skills needed to judge the emotions of
others accurately from facial expressions.

Thus, Subgroup 4

Ss could not switch away from utilizing the pleasure eyes, even
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when an accurate and reflective judgment might have required
an attention to a combination of interactive regions.

It might

be that a lack of sensitivity to the needs of others is reflect
ed in a lack of sensitivity to facial expressions as indicative
of human emotion.
Subgroup 5 Ss are simple minded in their judgment of
emotion from faces.

They have a single strategy which says

use the pleasure mouth to make discriminations regardless of
the emotion to be judged.

Personality style or cognitive style

measures which reflect approaches where Ss appear to rigidly
adhere to the same strategy across tasks might well characterize
Subgroup 5*

The Shor Cognitive Elements Test

has been used by

Forsyth and Shor (197*0 to successfully characterize a group
of Ss in their study which scaled schematic faces in a manner
like the Subgroup 5 §s scaled faces in the present research.
Further research using the individual differences approach must
be undertaken with a search for personality as well as cognitive
dimensions which can help to differentially characterize scaling
subgroups.

Research is needed to determine if the dimensions

which are critical for characterizing subgroups on the basis of
real face perception will be valuable as the stimulus domain
changes.
Future research will have to explore non-linear approach
es to successfully search for the functional relationships that
exist between personality or cognitive dimensions and styles
of perceptual information processing.

Quadratic functions might

exist such that individuals who perform at about the mean or
middle of a personality continuum perform differently on face
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perception tasks than people who perform at either extreme.
Determining what regions of the face are utilized
and how they are combined for any specified subgroup of Ss can
provide the foundation for moving toward a full psychophysics
of the study of emotion.

As stated in the introduction,

regions of the face allows for a psycho-psycho approach to
the study of emotion.

The value of this approach is that it

serves as an intermediate step to discovering, measuring, and
quantifying physical features of the face that serve to
communicate information about any specified emotion for any
like point-of-view group of judges.

Once it is known that

a particular region is of value, physical features cam be
sought within that region.

The rules of combination between

regions for any subgroup can aid in this search for physical
features by indicating whether critical physical features
exist within a region or possibly spam across two or more re
gions.

For example, when a specified subgroup of Ss com

bines regions in an interactive way, a search for potentially
critical physical features may exist across the interactive
regions.

This might well be the case for the pair of faces

consisting of the neutral eyes, pleasure mouth versus pleasure
eyes, neutral mouth.

For Subgroups 1, 2, and 3, when this pair

was judged for pleasure, the face with the neutral eyes,
pleasure mouth was selected as more pleasureful with a much
larger dissimilarity rating than predicted on the basis of the
additivity model.

When judged for anger, the pleasure eyes,

neutral mouth was judged more angry.

The methodology of the

present study then serves as a useful step in the systematic
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search for higher-order as well as lower-order physical features
used for the judgment of emotion.
Once the physical features that matter for any given
subgroup on any specified emotion can be found, efficient
predictive models can be created.

The concern is to character

ize different information processors on the basis of the
physical dimensions attended to and the rules of combination
applied to these dimensions.

The first step is to determine

the regions of value, then the nature of their combination.
Using this information as a guide a determination of physical
features or measures selectively attended to can be made.
Potentially useful physical measures can be reduced to physical
dimensions through factor analytic techniques.

Finally, the

physical dimensional space can be specified for given subgroups
of Ss on each of several emotion dimensions or categories.
Consider the case for a hypothetical homogeneous
subgroup where a pleasure mouth is paired with a neutral mouth
to be judged for pleasure.
a dissimilarity rating of 9*

The pleasure mouth is selected with
Consider now a second stimulus

pairing to this group where an angry mouth is paired with a
neutral mouth to be judged for pleasure.

This time they are

judged to not be different on pleasure with a dissimilarity
rating of zero.

What can be determined is that the pleasure

mouth is more pleasureful than the neutral mouth which in turn
is judged to be equivalent to the angry mouth for amount of
pleasure expressed.

E must then search for a physical feature

which exists in these three mouths which maintains the above
stated relationship.

Features would be sought which varied
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from the pleasureful expression to the neutral expression, but
which do not vary from the angry expression to the neutral
expression.
An example with a different hypothetical homogeneous
subgroup will further help to illustrate the approach being
suggested.

Suppose this second homogeneous subgroup also judges

the pleasure expression as showing more pleasure than the
neutral expression, but judges the neutral expression to be
more pleasureful than the angry-expression face.

In this case,

physical features would be sought which vary across the three
expressions in a manner which covaries with the subgroup's
judgments of pleasure.

The critical physical feature may be as

simple as the curvature of the mouth, or a complex higher-order
measure spanning multiple regions.

The measures selectively

attended to in judging any specified emotion may be different
for different subgroups.

Eventually, this approach would lead

to specifying which physical dimensions are selectively attend
ed to by which subgroups for the judgment of any specified
emotion.
A further value of the individual differences approach
taken in this research is in terms of defining the underlying
physical dimensions that describes human emotion.

Different

homogeneous subgroups of Ss may make use of different physical
dimensions which comprise the dimensional spaces.

Rather than

trying to fit the same physical dimensional structure to all
Ss, the individual differences model states that different
kinds of information processors exist and are defined differ
ently in terms of the hierarchy of physical dimensions utilized.
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This notion does not hold only for the stimulus domain of
real faces but to any stimulus domain of considered importance.
In the present study different subgroups used different regions
to judge different emotions.

Where two groups used the same

region there was evidence they used it to varying degrees.
Future work with the individual differences approach should
help identify the critical dimensions rather than just regions
for subgroups which emerge.
Ss could be asked to judge many emotion categories
and then this data could be treated by an individual differ
ences approach to determine what the dimensional space is for
several homogeneous subgroups of Ss.

This could provide a use

ful way for defining what emotional categories really are.
In conclusion, the present research strongly supports
the value of the individual differences, interchanging of
regions and interregional approaches adopted in this research
for the study of human emotion and facial expression.
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APPENDIX A
Instructions
This study deals with the identification of emotions
based on facial expressions.

You will be presented with

pairs of faces, some pairs will include only parts of a full
face and others the whole face.

Your task, in each and every

instance will be to judge which face of a pair has more of a
specified emotion.

Using your own judgment, we want you to

evaluate, for example, which face in a pair is expressing
more pleasure (anger).
Your task then is to say whether one of the two faces
is expressing more pleasure (anger) than the other or whether
they are expressing equal pleasure (anger).

Then, if you

have decided, for a particular pair of faces, that one is ex
pressing more pleasure (anger) than the other, we want you
to indicate how much more pleasureful (angry) that face is
on a scale from 1 to 10.

Give a "1" if the face you picked

as expressing more pleasure (anger) is just slightly more
pleasureful (angry) than the other face.

Give a "10" if the

two faces appear to be maximally dissimilar in pleasurefulness
(anger) expressed.

We will expect you to use intermediate

values from 1 to 10 to express varying degrees of difference
or dissimilarity for any pair of faces on pleasurefulness
(anger).

There are thus three decisions I am asking you to

make for each pair of faces you are presented.

First, are

the two faces the same or different with regards to pleasure
fulness (anger), second if they are judged to be different
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by you, which one shows more pleasurefulness (anger) and
third, how much more pleasureful (angry) (on a scale from
1 to 10) is that one compared to the other.
I will use line lengths to familiarize you with what
is intended by the "1" to ”10" scale.

Let's assume that a

line can be drawn to a given length ranging from "1" to "10".
Consider the following examples of the "1" to "10" scale with
line lengths on the sheet in front of you.

(see ditto)

We will make similar judgments to these with line
lengths except that you will be judging how dissimilar or
different two faces appear to be to you on a specified emotion
such as pleasurefulness (anger).

Thus instead of comparing

the difference between two lines in terms of their length, I
am asking you to compare the difference between two faces in
terms of pleasurefulness (anger) expressed.

In summary, using

pleasurefulness (anger) as the emotion, your task for each
pair is first:

tell me whether or not one is more pleasureful

(angry) or if they are the same.

If they are the same in your

judgment put an "S" for that face pairing in the column marked
"S", "L", or "R", and a --- (slash) in the column to the
immediate right of that.

Second, if they are different, indi

cate in the column labeled "S", "L", or "R" an "L" if the face
on the left appears to be expressing more pleasure (anger),
or an "R" if the face on the right appears to be expressing
more pleasure (anger).

Third, if you put an "L" or "R" in

the column labeled "S", "L", or "R", indicate how much more
pleasureful (angry) the face is which you said was expressing
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more pleasure (anger).

Use the number from "1" (minimum

noticeable difference) to "10" (the maximum dissimilarity)
which best indicates how much more pleasure is expressed in
one face compared to the other.

Are there any questions?

Before we ask you to start the actual experiment
we are going to present to you 8 pairs of faces during what
we call a warmup session.
fully at each pair.

We would like you to look care

Our concern during the warmup session

will simply be to give you some idea of the kinds of faces
you will be seeing and to get some feel for the range of
pictures you will soon be asked to judge.

You will notice

that some of the pairs are of whole faces while others are
only of parts of whole faces.

Please make your judgments in

terms of how much of the emotion you think is expressed by
the faces rather than how pleasureful (angry) the faces make
you feel.

We are interested in the identification of emotions

based on facial expressions.
I will now pass out sheets for you to record your
responses.

The emotion on which I want you to base your

judgments is pleasurefulness (anger).

That is, for each pair

of faces, judge whether one face looks like it is expressing
more pleasure (anger) than the other.
Since we are studying the kinds of judgments people
make with faces, either whole faces or with parts, we ask
you to try your best to form independent judgments each time
(i.e., we do not want your previous judgments to influence
your present ones.

Please make your judgments carefully, and
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be sure to respond to each of the pairs of faces which I pre
sent to you.

I will read out which face pairing number we

are on every 5 trials so you can be sure you are recording
your answer in the appropriate place.
I will now ask you to make the same types of judgments
for pairs of faces as you did before with pleasurefulness
(anger), but this time for a new emotion, anger (pleasure).
This is the only other emotion I will ask you to judge.

Again,

I want you to judge how much anger (pleasure) is expressed)
in the faces.

For each face (1) indicate whether the amount

of anger (pleasure) expressed is the same or different; (2)
if different, put an "L" in the column labeled "S", "L", "R"
if the face on the left is expressing more anger (pleasure)
and an "R" if the face on the right is expressing more anger
(pleasure); and (3) use the number from "1” (minimal noticeable
difference in anger expressed) to "10” (maximal dissimilarity
in anger expressed) which best indicates how much more anger
(pleasure) is expressed in one face compared to the other.
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APPENDIX B

Line Lengths to Explain Use of Dissimilarity Scale

LINE PAIRS__________STIMULI____________
S. T. B:__
____________t
1.

s

2.

B

3.

s

T

5.

6.

~

DISSIMILARITY

10

5

S

B

3
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APPENDIX C
Response Sheet

EMOTION

________________

NAME _______________

INSTRUCTOR ________________

SECTION # __________

FACE PAIRING________S. L. R________DISSIMILARITY
1_._________________________________________________
2
„

._________________________

It___________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______4._________________________________________
________ i-_________________________________________________

6 ._________________________________
7._________________________________________
8_._________________________________________
9._______________________________________ ___________

10._________________________________________
11._________________________________________

.

1 2 _____________________________________________

13._________________________________________
______14._________________________________________
15._________________________________________
16._________________________________________
17 ._________________________________________
18 .

20.

___
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FACE PAIRING________S. L. R________DISSIMILARITY
21._________________________________________
22._________________________________________
23.

_____________________________________

24 ._________________________________________
25 ._________________________________________
26 ._________________________________________
21-,

■

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

28.__________
29 ._________________________________________
30 ._________________________________________
31 ._________________________________________
22._________________________________________
22 ,_________________________________________________

2iL:_________________________________________
- 35._________________________________________
.

,2-6.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3 2-_________________________________________
38._________________________________________
m

__________________________________________________

40 ._________________________________________
41 ._______________________________
42__________________________________________
43 ._________________________________________
44 ._________________________________________
M i ________________ __________________________________

46.
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FACE PAIRING________S. L. R________DISSIMILARITY
47 ._________________________________________
48 ._________________________________________
49 .______________________
50._________________________________________
51*_________________________________________________
52*_________________________________________________

- Jl-__________ _______________________________
_________________________________________________

..

51-_______________________________________ _

....

___________________________________________________________________

-

5.?--_________________________________________
18,_________________________________________________
59 ._________________________________________
60 .

__________________________

61.______
62._________________________________________
63 ._________________________________________
64 ._________________________________________
65 ._________________________________________

66

._________________________

67 ._________________________________________
68 ._________________________________________
69 ._________________________________________
70 ._________________________________________
71 ._________________________________________
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FACE PAIRING________S. L. R________DISSIMILARITY
Z h _________________________________________________

74._________________________________________
l h _________________________________________________

76 ._________________________________________
77 ._________________________________________
78 ._________________________________________

80.
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APPENDIX D
Comparison of Mean Discrepancies Between Predicted and
Obtained Ratings for Stimulus Pairs Across Subgroups
for Pleasure and Anger
ANGER JUDGMENTS

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

-.3
-.6
.5
.2
.7
.3
3.0
-.9
4.8
-.2
3.6
-1.1
3.1
2.7
-1.2
-1.9
4.7
4.0
0.0
0.0
4.1
3.2
-1.0
-.6
7.6
2.5
2.6
2.3
7.7
7.6
2.3
2.9
2.3
2.2
2.3
2.1

.7
.4
.3
.3
0.0
-.3
4.1
-1.1
5.3
-.3
3.2
-1.5
3.4
2.9
-.9
-1.3
5.0
5.6
-.5
-.3
2.4
2.4
-.3
-1.5
7.7
1.7
1.0
4.1
7.5
7.1
1.0
•5
3.8
1.3
1.8
3.6

-.4
2.2
-.9
-.3
1.7
1.4
1.4
.3
6.2
2.3
4.3
2.3
.8
.9
.7
.6
5.0
5.8
2.9
1.8
3.7
1.8
1.4
2.1
6.7
1.1
-2.2
6.6
6.6
6.7
.8
-.5
6.4
1.1
2.2
5.3

-2.4
-5*3
3.6
-.3
1.3
-2.3
1.3
7.6
-1.0
4.7
3.3
-.7
1.3
-1.3
6.3
8.6
3.0
2.7
-4.7
5-8
3.9
-1.0
3.3
-5.0
2.3
5-0
-1.7
3.6
2.9
2.0
5.0
1.3
1.9
-5.7
1.6
-3.7

1.3
1.7
.2
1.5
-1.8
-1.6
6.2
1.0
-.7
4.8
1.7
3.0
1.0
4.5
.3
0.0
1.2
1.2
4.1
2.5
2.5
.2
1.5
4.6
3.4
-.1
8.3
1.0
4.2
8.0
-1.0
5.1
-.5
5.8
.7
1.2

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
6o.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

-.5
-1.0
-.4
-.2
.2
0.0
1.1
-4.8
1.1
-4.2
3.0
-5.5
.8
.1
-3.6
-4.6
1.3
1.6
-5.6
8.0
3.0
3.3
-5.1
-4.8
4.2
-1.2
6.9
-3.3
5.4
4.3
-1.6
7.9
-4.5
7.3
-1.2
-3.6

.5
.8
.8
.2
-2.1
-2.0
2.9
-4.0
.3
-5.7
1.8
6.4
2.8
1.5
-3.6
-2.3
.4
1.2
5.6
6.3
2.1
1.3
-4.1
5.8
3.1
-3.8
9.1
-3.2
4.3
3.3
-3.7
8.5
-3.8
9.8
-4.5
-2.8

1.2
-.1
3.2
-.5
.7
.3
0.0
5.4
.9
-6.0
.5
-4.7
.4
-.4
4.3
1.6
-.5
1.2
-5.7
-5.3
.7
-.2
-5.4
-4,4
•5
-5.0
-6.2
-3.4
2.4
-.6
5.7
-6.9
-3.5
-6 .5
-5.3
-3.1

-.4
-1.7
2.0
.7
2.0
-2.4
2.3
1.4
10.9
-5.0
5.0
-4.4
3.3
-.3
-.6
2.4
2.1
2.9
-4.3
-6.0
3-3
-1.3
-5.6
-2.1
6.3
-2.0
-1.0
-1.8
4.6
4.3
-2.3
10.4
-3.4
4.3
1.0
.9

.4
1.5
-1.5
0.0
7.8
2.7
-.2
-6.0
.6
-5.8
1.5
-8.2
-.1
-.7
-.6
-5.7
-1.4
2.5
-1.3
-5.2
-2.1
-2.3
-8.0
4.7
13.6
-2.8
9.8
-7.4
4.1
5.8
-1.3
9.3
-7.2
10.7
-3.7
-8.1

APPENDIX D (cont.)
PLEASURE JUDGMENTS

G1
1.
2.
3.
4.
.7
56.
.3
?.
.5
8. -.1
.1
9.
10. -.1
11. 2.8
12.
.3
13. 3.7
14. 1.2
15. 2.0
16. -.8
17. 2.4
18. 2.4
.1
19.
20. -.6
21. 4.1
22. 4.3
23. 1.4
24.
.9
25- 2.4
26. 2.0
27. -.6
28. -.4
29. 6.3
.4
30.
31. 2.9
32. 3-7
33. 6.1
34. 6.5
.1
35.
36. 3.1
37. -1.3
38. 3.1
.1
3940. 2.5

G2

-.1
0.0
.4
.3
.6
.2
2.1
-1.0
3.6
-.1
2.3
-1.4
2.7
1.9
-.7
-.8
3.4
3.6
-.5
-.2
2.1
2.0
-.2
-.7
5.1
1.5
1.0
2.5
5-1
5*8
1.6
1.0
2.5
1.4
1.6
3.0

G3

.7
-.2
.3
-.2
1.5
.9
2.0
.7
3.5
.8
1.5
.7
2.3
1.7
.5
0.0
3.5
3.9
1.5
-.2
1.9
1.0
-.3
1.5
4.0
.3
1.3
3.4
3.9
3.2
1.0
-.4
2.9
.3
.2
4.0

G4

.7
1.0
1.6
1.6
.3
1.3
.3
-1.0
4.0
.7
2.6
- .6
-.4
.9
0.0
.4
3.0
3.7
.7
0.0
.6
4.0
•3
-.3
4.6
-1.4
-.3
1.7
4.3
5.0
.3
.4
2.4
.4
.6
1.4

G5

1.2
1.3
0.0
0.0
1.5
1.3
1.0
-2.0
3.0
.3
3.0
.7
.7
.7
-.5
2.0
3.3
3.8
.3
.5
1.7
3.0
1.0
-1.7
5.5
0.0
2.2
4.2
4.5
6.2
.2
1.5
2.5
1.0
.8
.8

41.
42.
W
*
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
5556.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

.3
.8
.6
-.4
.4
.2
4.3
-6.3
4.3
-6.0
5.0
-6.0
4.1
3.7
-6.1
5.7
4.9
4.8
-5.8
-6.2
4.8
4.7
-5.8
-6.0
9.3
-1.2
10.7
-1.0
9.3
8.9
-1.5
9.8
-1.3
10.1
-2.0
-.5

.1
.7
0.0
.4
0.0
0.0
4.2
5-9
I*4
-6.1

.8
1.1
1.8
1.1
.7
2.0
3.6
-6.3
5-5
-4.5
5.5
-5.5
5.5
2.9
5-7
-5.0
2.5
I*1
-6.7
-6.1
5.2
5.8
-6.0
-5.6
10.6
1.3
9.6
1.2
10.3
10.6
-.9
10.5
.6
10.2
-.3
-1.4

-4.7
3.7
-2.0
5.0
-1.7
2.0
8.7
-5.7
6.0
-4.4
6.7
-6.7
7.0
8.4
2.3
-4.3
3.7
9.4
-3.7
8.4
5.0
11.6
-5.0
-4.6
14.7
.3
8.4
.7
10.3
15.1
4.3
8.7
.7
10.1
-2.7
-4.0

2.5
.3
-.3
-.6
1.0
-1.5
3.7
-4.6
2.4
-3.7
7.5
-7.2
5-4
.9
-4.3
-3.3
3.8
2.8
-4.8
-2.7
6.9
5.2
-8.2
-6.2
9.2
1.7
10.0
-3.0
8.7
8.2
1.4
10.7
-3.9
10.5
2.4
-2.5

3.3
-4.6
3.7
3.2
4.5
4.5
4.8
4.0
-6.3
-6.4
4.1
4.6
-5.4
8.1
8.5
-2.1
10.3
-.1
8.3
8.6
-3.1
9.1
1.0
9.4
3.0
.3
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APPENDIX E
Mean Obtained Dissimilarity Judgments for Each Subgroup
of Ss by Emotion Judged and Stimulus Combination
A= Subgroups
B= Emotion Judged
C= Stimulus Combinations

B1C1
B1C2
B1C3
B1C4
B1C5
B1C6
B1C7
B1C8
B1C9
B1C10
B1C11
B1C12
B1C13
B1C14
B1C15
B1C16
B1C17
B1C18
B1C19
B1C20
B1C21
B1C22
B1C23
B1C24
B1C25
B1C26
B1C27
B1C28
B1C29
B1C30
B1C31
B1C32
B1C33
B1C3**
B1C35
B1C36
B1C37
B1C38
B1C39
B1C40

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

9.77
5-**9
6.71
4.63
**.97
4.86
2.97
7.14
5.09
14.91
14.83
12.06
4.94
11.06
15.11
6.77
5-11
5.06
12.60
7.06
15. **3
15.66
10.74
8 .9b
5.23
4.71
7.06
12.89
15.57
11.71
10.23
5.69
4.26
4.63
8.31
9.69
5.89
9.97
12.11
14.66

10.00
3.76
7.47
4.41
4.47
15.82
2.18
8.00
4.41
15.88
14.65
14.82
3.53
9.06
14.9**
5.**1
4.71
4.24
1**.59
5.00
16.77
16.24
8.12
10.88
4.29
4.29
6.65
14.65
16.65
10.18
7.9**
4.82
3.18
2.76
10.9**
12.59
**.53
8.24
10.12
15.71

9.83
4.33
8.33
2.67
8.67
13.33
2.83
8.17
4.17
15.67
16.00
13.67
3.17
9.33
14.67
6.67
3.17
3.67
13.50
6.83
18.17
17.00
8.50
10.00
4.50
3.00
6.00
13.67
18.00
12.17
7.67
5.33
1.67
2.17
7.67
10.83
5.33
9.00
11.33
16.17

8.67
9.00
6.67
8.00
5.33
15.00
11.00
7.67
8.00
13.00
13.00
15.33
6.00
6.33
12.00
8.00
5.67
5.67
15.33
5.00
11.33
9.00
5.00
13.00
7.33
5-00
9.33
15.00
14.00
9.33
6.00
6.67
5.33
5.33
12.00
12.33
7.00
7.00
6.00
14.67

10.00
5.50
6.00
8.25
9-00
11.50
13.25
7.50
8.50
11.00
13.00
10.00
8.25
11.00
14.00
11.75
**.25
7.25
9.75
10.75
11.75
11.00
11.50
11.25
9.00
4.75
13.25
10.00
12.25
10.75
11.25
12.25
5.75
11.50
9.50
11.25
10.25
9.75
11.50
9.50
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G1
B1C41
B1C42
B1C43
B1C44
B1C45
B1C46
B1C47
B1C48
B1C49
B1C50
B1C51
B1C52
B1C53
B1C54
B1C55
B1C56
B1C57
B1C58
B1C59
B1C60
B1C61
B1C62
B1C63
B1C64
BIC65
B1C66
BIC67
B1C68
BIC69
B1C70
B1C71
B1C72
B1C73
B1C74
B1C75
B1C76
B1C77
B1C78
B1C79
B1C80

10.00
11.57
13.09
14.63
7.94
12.60
13.5^
6.69
5.57
14.57
13.57
3.69
4.86
17.17
14.66
3.03
6.11
5.43
4.94
16.09
14.86
14.63
16.51
2.86
5.34
5.63
3*40
16.31
15.06
17.26
16.83
3.40
13.94
14.97
17.69
17.80
16.14
2.83
2.69
3.34

G2
10.00
12.88
13.41
12.35
7.65
12.12
12.59
6.82
5.53
14.35
13.41
5.47
5.00
16.24
14.00
4.59
6.53
5.24
5.94
12.82
14.94
14.06
15.12
4.24
6.29
5.53
4.94
14.76
15.65
16.71
15.24
4.76
14.35
15.35
16.58
14.59
15.71
4.12
2.65
5.29

G3
10.17
10.83
10.17
12.33
10.17
10.67
10.83
10.50
8.17
11.83
11.00
5.17
7.83
17.50
12.00
3-17
9.17
8.83
6.50
11.17
13.83
11.67
17.00
3.00
7.50
7.50
2.67
16.67
12.83
16.67
17.50
3.67
11.83
14.67
17.17
18.00
16.17
2.00
2.83
3.83

G4
11.00
12.33
13.67
14.33
6.33

13.00
12.67
8.00
6.67
15.67
13.67
10.00
5.67
17.00
13.00
5.00
6.33
4.67
9.00
10.00
15.00
12.67
15.33
1.00
4.33
4.33
4.00
13.67
14.00
17.67
12.67
5-33
16.67
15.00
17.00
17.67
15.33
6.33
3.00
7.00

G5
9.25
13.00
12.50
14.00
7.75
12.00
13.75
6.00
5.50
15.50
14.50
2.25
6.00
18.25
16.00
.25
5.75
4.75
3.00
19.50
15.50
15.25
18.25
.25
5.75
3.75
.75
18.25
15.00
19.50
18.50
•50
13.25
13.75

19.00

20.00
19.75
.50
1.00
1.00
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G1
B2C1
B2C2
B2C3
B2C4
B2C5
B2C6
B2C7
B2C8
B2C9
B2C10
B2C11
B2C12
B2C13
B2C14
B2C15
B2C16
B2C17
B2C18
B2C19
B2C20
B2C21
B2C22
B2C23
B2C24
B2C25
B2C26
B2C27
B2C28
B2C 29
B2C30
B2C31
B2C32
B2C33
B2C34
B2C35
B2C36
B2C37
B2C38
B2C39
B2C40

10.03
14.40
12.29
14.11
13.71
5.91
8.20
12.43
14.00
5.77
6.06
8.20
14.77
9.09
5.63
12.60
14.34
14.29
7.97
12.66
5.63
5.43
8.91
10.63
14.00
14.37
12.40
7.77
5.51
8.40
9.74
12.51
14.66
14.34
11.94
10.46
13,51
9.51
8.11
6.29

G2
10.00
14.12
11.82
14.12
14.18
5.94
8.59
11.47
13,47
6.12
6.18
6.71
14.59
10.12
6.41
13.71
13*24
14.00
7.00
13.12
5.18
5.41
10.47
9.82
13.76
13.94
12.53
7.00
5.12
9.71
10.82
13.88
14.88
14.24
10.24
9.18
13.94
10.35
9.76
6.65

G3
10.50
13.00
10.50
12.17
12.83
7.33
9.33
10.17
11.17
9.17
8.50
8.17
11.67
10.00
8.83
11.00
11.67
11.33
7.50
12.00
8.00
9-17
9.83
9.50
11.33
11.17
11.50
9.33
8.33
10.00
10.00
11.33
12.33
12.00
10.17
9.50
11.33
10.50
10.00
8.83

G4
10.00
13.00
11.33
12.00
12.33
8.00
10.33
9.67
11.67
9.33
8.67
7.33
11.00
10.33
8.67
10.33
12.00
11.67
8.33
11.33
8.00
8.67
10.33
9.00
12.67
11.00
10.67
9.00
8.33
10.67
9.33
12.00
12.00
11.33
10.00
10.00
11.33
10.00
10.33
7.67

G5
10.00
12.00
11.75
13.00
10.25
9.25
8.50
11.75
11.75
7.75
7.50
8.25
11.75
9.50
8.50
9.75
13.00
13.25
10.75
11.50
8.75
8.75
9.75
11.00
12.75
12.25
9.75
7.75
8.75
7.50
8.75
11.25
11.75
10.25
13.00
11.50
10.00
9.75
7.75
8.25
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G1
B2C41
B2C42
B2C43
B2C44
B2C45
B2C46
B2C47
B2C48
B2C49
B2C50
B2C51
B2C52
B2C53
B2C54
B2C 55
B2C56
B2C57
B2C58
B2C59
B2C60
B2C61
B2C62
B2C63
B2C64
B2C65
B2C66
B2C67
B2C68
B2C69
B2C70
B2C71
B2C72
B2C73
B2C74
B2C75
B2C76
B2C77
B2C78
B2C79
B2C80

10.00
5.71
5.74
4.23
13.97
6.51
6.29
14.69
15.40
4.40
5.74
16.31
15.77
2.54
4.86
17.06
14.49
14.89
16.11
4.34
4.83
4.74
2.69
17.71
15.31
15.37
17.29
2.46
4.91
2.97
2.09
16.83
4.94
4.49
2.71
3.00
2.91
17.31
17.83
16.31

G2
9.76
5.18
5.71
4.35
14.94
6.12
5.53
13.71
15.82
4.59
5.06
15.41
15.00
3.06
4.00
15.94
15.59
15.71
13.76
5.82
4.18
3.82
3.12
17.41
16.00
15.12
16.47
3.41
3.82
2.82
3.24
16.18
3.35
4.12
2.00
4.65
5.12
16.06
16.94
16.00

G3
9.83
4.67
4.67
2.00
14.67
5.17
6.33
14.00
17.50
3.17
3.00
16.33
17.83
1.83
2.17
18.17
15.33
17.50
15.50
4.83
1.67
2.00
.83
19.00
18.33
17.33
18.50
1.50
2.00

,.67
3.00
16.83
1.50
2.17
1.33
2.33
2.83
17.83
18.50
16.67

G4
12. £7
4.33
3.00
2.00
17.67
5.33
3.67
14.67
17.00
1.33
5.00
17.00
17.67
3.33
1.67
17.67
13.00
17.00
11.33
15.67
2.67
3.00
1.33
18.00
17.33
16.00
18.67
3.67
4.00
1.00
6.33
16.00
2.33
1.67
2.33
3.33
1.33
12.67
19.33
18.00

G5
9.50
5.00
4.25
1.75
13.25
6.25
3.25
13.50
17.25
-75
5.25
18.50
17.00
1.25
3.75
19.25
14.75
17.50
16.25
1.50
3.00
3*00
0.00
19.50
17.75
18.00
19.50
.75
3-00
0.00
1.25
17.50
1.25
6.75
.25
.75
2.75
19.50
18.25
17.00
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APPENDIX P
The Master Code for Table 5 vs. BC Code
Table .5 #
1

BC Combination
from Appendix E
b1C5
B1G16

3

B 1C 20

4

B1C27

5

B1C28

6

b 1C19

■

Table 5/r

BC Combination
from Appendix E

23

b 1c9

24

b 1c25

25

b 1c31

26

b 1c59

27

b 1c68

28

b 1c78

29

7

B1C32

30

8

bic6o

31

9

B1C34

10

B1C37

n

B1G40

12

b1G77

13

B1G23

14

B1G39

15
16

B1G71
y-

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

B2G78

39

17

B 2C6 o

40

18

B1G4

19

B1G 21

20

B1G 22

21

B1G52

22

B1C10

41
42
43

b 2c45
b 2C59

B2G71
B1G6
B1C12
B1G29
b 1G55

B1G56
b 1C64

B1G67
B1G72
B1G76
B1G80
B2Gl6
B2G34

44
B2G37
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BC Combim
from Appen'

Table 5#

BC Combination
from Appendix E

Table 5if

45

B2C50

54

B1C50

46

Bl°2

55

B1C73

47

B2C45

48

B 2C74

49

B1C58

50

B1C13

51

B1C33

52

B1C35

53

B1C48

56
57
58

.

B2C5
B2C10
B 2C13

59

B2C21

60

B2C22

61

B2C26

62

B2C29

